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Abstract 

Unit clerks play an important mie in the efficient, effîve hct ion  of 

nursing units in hospitai settings. The job satisfaction of unit clerks c m  infîuence 

the delivery of patient care through their central position of communication and 

continuity. Oniy a few investigators have studies these important members of the 

health care team. Pubiished research were limited to three published articles 

emanating from the work of Meleis et ai regarding unit clerks in the United States. 

Consequently, the review was extended to include studies of clericai workers and 

professional secretaries. 

This existing research indicated that the sources of job satisfaction for unit 

clerks were primarily in the relationsbips these individuals bad with the public, 

CO-workers and supervisors. Sources of job dissatisfacton were identified as 

fiequent interruptions, wages, ergonomics and lack of promotion opportunities. 

To M e r  investigate the extent of job satisfaction in Canadian environment, this 

ethnographie study posed the research question: What are the factors that 

contribute to the job satisfaction and dissatisfacton of unit clerks? 

Foliowing approval of the two participating hospitals, a letter of invitation 

to participate was sent to unit clerks who met the criteria of at least one year's full 

tune experience as a unit clerk in an acute care setting. Nine participants agreed 
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to participate in the i n t e ~ e w s  and participant observation sessions following 

explanation and consent to the study. 

The i n t e ~ e w  transcripts and field notes were analysed for f a t o n  which 

contributed to job satisfàction and dissatisfaction of unit clerks. tn generaî, the 

results reflected the fbdings of the previous research. Participants of this study 

described relationships with nursing staff, other heaith care workers, supervisors 

and patients as their stmngest source of job satisfaction, foiiowed by pride in 

organizational skill, expansion of role and opportunity for personal growth. 

Frequent interruptions were the primary contributing factor in unit clerk 

job dissatisfaction, foiiowed by ergonomie issues. Unit clerks who participated in 

this study indicated that their education was inadequate to prepare them for their 

work environment. Their contractuai benefits were described as a source of 

satisfaction although they would have preferred opportunities for promotion or 

pay mises. Job uncertainty in the funrre of the health care system completed the 

factors identified by the participants as contributing to job dissatisfaction. 

Recommendations resulting h m  this study included the importance of 

including unit clerks in decision making and educatiod opportunîties, educatixîg 

othea to the role of the unit clerk and fonnal recognition of achievements and 

contributions. Further research is warranted to further explore these issues and 
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enhance the understanding of nurse managers regarding this pivotal role in the 

health care team. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The unit clerk employed in a hospital is an integral part of the health care 

team. A predornioantly female occupation, these hdividuals incorporate 

responsibilities and fiuictions that are multiple, vital and require orgmbtion, 

concentration and an ability to adapt to stresfi situations (Resch, 1989). A job 

description of this position in a non - unionized facility is found in Appendix A. 

Unit clerks occupy the lowest Level in a nursing unit hierarchy and are 

relied on by nursing staff, physicians and other hospital departments as the 

communication hub of the unit. A breakdown at this Level dimpts the work 

patterns of aU other facets of the health care team and uitimately threatens patient 

care and safety. 

Hall, Stevens and Meleis (1992) identified two reasons why nurse 

managea should pay critical attention to the job satisfaction of  unit clerks. First, 

turnover is costly and the orientation of new staff in unit clerk positions is dinicult 

and time consuming as each unit tends to have specific characteristics. 

Maintainhg qualified personnel and reducing stan turnover has become an 

important focus in today's restrictive health care budget. 

The second reason nurse managers should give this issue carefid attention 
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is the degree to which job stresses and satisfactions of unit clerks may mirror the 

work context of the nursing staK By undetstanding and addressing these 

concems, the overail working conditions of the hospital unit(s) may be enhanced. 

Literature addressing the hospital unit clerk's satisfgctons and 

dissatisfactions was Illnited. The majority of articles on job satisfaction addressed 

the issue of secretaries in business seaings in the United States, thus did not 

capture the elements unique to the heaith care setting. This qualitative research 

study was designed to explore the job satisfaction of unit clerks. As weil, the 

elements of work He which create job satisfaction as weli as those wkch prevent 

or reduce perceptions of job satisfaction were examiaed. 

Problem S tatement 

The purpose of this study was to explore and describe the job satisfaction 

of hospitai unit clerks. The foilowing research question directed the study : What 

are the factors that contribute to the job satisfaction and dissatisfaction of unit 

clerks? 

Definition of Terms 

Three concepts were important to define for the purposes of this snidy: 

Unit Clerk: an employee in a Clerk III position on a nursing unit in an acute care 

setting in an urban hospitai. The role encompassed the clencal duties of a patient 
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care area. 

Job Satisfaction: a sense of phsure or positive af%éct occurring during or &er 

performance in the employment setting (Nevas, 1976). This definition was used 

conversely to yield an operational description ofjob dissatisfaction. 

Job Dissatisfaction: a sense of displeasure or eegative affect occinring during or 

f i er  performance in the employment setting. 

Conceptual Frarnework 

The conceptual framework for this thesis was based primarily on the 

Quality of WorWe model proposed by O'Brien - Paiias and Baumann (1992). 

This model was easily adapted fiom its intended target of nursing to examine the 

worklife of unit clerks (Appendix B). The model was used to examine and 

propose linkages between an individuai's experience, the institutional context of 

the work, and compooents of the macro health care system. The model aiso 

provided a hmework to identify how work was altered by infîuences of society, 

institutions, and personai characteristics. In applying this model, O'Brien - Pallas 

and Baumann (1992) suggested that two dimensions, intemal and extemal, be 

considered when examinhg quality of worklife issues. A final component of this 

model was an assessrnent of outcornes. 
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Interna1 Dimension 

The intemai dimension addtessed four factors that have an impact on the 

clerk and the environment in wbch the mie was performed. These four factors 

were: individuai, socio/envin,nmental and contexhial, operational and 

administrative. The individual fwtor encompassed two aspects. The first was 

related to home/work interplay. This included, but was not Iimited to chiid care, 

hours of work, and flexible schedules. The second issue addressed individual 

needs such as attitudes, goals, values and seKimage. The social/environmental 

and contextuai domain of the intemal dimension encompassed factors such as 

climate, status role, management style and communication. The operations 

domain explored facets of wodc delivery and covered areas such as schedules, 

shift work, work arrangements, work design, technological demand and 

equipment. 

Finaüy, within the administration domain, aspects of institutional policy, 

wagehenefits, career laddering and performance appraisals were addressed to 

better enhance the understanding of unit clerk roles. Subcomponents of the 

interna1 dimension were used to provide direction to the interview process and 

anaiysis of data. 



External Environment 

This focus directed the researcher to assess factors that were externai to 

the clerk and the environment in which he or she worked. The three major f~ctors 

O'Brien - Pallas and Baumann (1992) pmposed were: client and demand on the 

system, health care policy, and labour market. 

The client demand on systems included such facors as demographic 

changes (aging populations, increasing chroaicity, and dareased lengths of stay 

with concomitant increased acuity), technology, and client empowerment. The 

second factor in the e x t e d  dimension was the impact with which health policy 

Bected unit clerks. Issues such as the impact of fûnding, laws and regulations 

and changing directions ail contributed to the unit clerk's perception of quaiïty of 

worklife. 

The final component of the extenial dimension was the labour market 

conditions. This factor was defined by the number of positions for unit clerks 

available, the ratio of full time to part time workers, the available applicant supply 

and the presence of unionkation. Each of  these components had the potential for 

significant impact on unit clerks' perceptions of job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction. 
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Assessment of Outcornes 

O'Brien - P d a s  and Bairmann (1992) believed that the degree of impact of 

the intemal and extemai dimensions couid be measured h u g h  assessrnent of 

client satisfaction, nurse (or in this case unit clerk) satisfaction, stress, group 

cohesion, cod tment ,  and motivation. 

This model supported the purpose of this present study and provided clear 

guidelines to direct the research design. As Baumann and O'Brien - Pallas (1993) 

stated: "evaluation of worklife is an important one when delivery of health care is 

in a period of rapid change . . . (investigators) should undertake research that will 

identie which aspects . . . shouid be strengthened, maintained or changed to 

increase job satisfaction and improve patient outcornes" (p.40). 

The application of the model proposed by Baumann and O'Brien - Paiias 

(1 993) provided an inçight into the degree of unit clerk job satisfaction and the 

factors that influenced this satisfaction. Nurse managers will be able to use this 

information in considering their own particular subcuiture of uait clerks and 

enhancing their work envîronrnents.  the^ is a close working relationship 

between unit clerks and nursing stafE Nurse managers who are aware of this 

relationship can enhance the work contes of nursing units through greater 

hamony, productivity and ultimately &ter patient care. 
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Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized hto five chapters. The chapter identifies the 

significance of the research issue and presents the conceptuai fiamewock. Chapter 

Two will present a review of relevant iiterature and will be followed by a 

description of the research design in Chapter T h e .  Chapter Four will present the 

findhgs of the study, including a description of the unit clerks' job satisfaction 

and dissatisfaction as weii as the components that contribute to their perceived 

level of satisfaction. In Chapter Five, the implications for nurse managers and 

fiinire research wiiî be delineated. This niial chapter also provides a summary and 

conclusions based on the research. 



CHAPTERTWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The review of the literature indicated that a wealth of research has been 

done on job satisfaction. However, few d e s  were found that specifically 

addressed job satisfaction of unit clerks. 

Three researchers, Vroom, Herzberg and Locke have made a major 

contribution to knowledge of job satisfaction. V m m  (1964) considered six 

determinants of job satisfaction in his research. They were: supervision, the work 

group, job content, wages, promotioiial oppomuiities, and hours of work. While 

the author stated the generd effect these components brought on job satisfaction, 

each employee varied in motivation, values, and abilities and that this had a 

significant effect on the perception of job satisfaction. Vroom has ken  criticized 

for overlooking individual values and preferences (Locke, 1969). 

Herzberg and bis associates (HiIl, 1987) expanded on this area of research 

by their recognition that job satisfaction is not an unidimensional concept. In 

Herzberg's theory (1 968), job content factors (labeiied intrinsc or motivators) 

were elements related to the actual content of work and contniuted to job 

satisfaction. These intrinsic factor stem fiom challenge, autonomy, variety and 

the work itself (Nevas, 1976). 
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Herzberg's job context factors (Hill, 1987) aiso referred to as extrhsic or 

hygiene factors, were associated with the work environment These fators 

included pay, benefits, security, working conditions, relationships with peers and 

superiors and status (Nevas, 1976). This author maintaineci that the opposite of 

job satisfaction is no satisfaction and similarly the opposite of job dissatisfaction 

is no job dissatisfaction. 

Cnticisms of Herzberg's theory inchdeci oversimpfification of the issue, 

inconsistent research hdings, and use of theory that was method bound and as 

such tended to be s e l f ~ 1 1 u i g  (Kerr, Hadan & Stogdül, 1974; Hill, 1987; Locke, 

t 969). Nonetheless, this theory has been used extensively in a wide variety of 

senings inctuding business, industry and higher education. 

Fhaily, Locke's (1969) approach to job satisfaction was based on the 

dynamic character of values arranged in a hierarchy. This researcher indicated 

that a vaiid overall index of satisfaçtion wouid be a suin of the evaluations of al1 

job aspects to which the individual responded. Locke identified nine major job 

facets: work itself, pay, promotion, recognition, benefits, worbg conditions, 

supervision, co-workers and company/management (Kerber & Campbell, 1983). 

Scarpello and Campbell (1983) found support for other researchers' 

contentions that Locke's sum of facets was not an adequate measure due to the 
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infinite variety and effects of, and between, the components. Although each 

theory has had its proponents and critics and they have been ngorously applied in 

a variety of settings, none have been used specificaiiy to examine the unit clerk 

subcuiture. 

As the iiterature addressing unit clerk job satisfaction was Iimited, other 

related disciplines outside of health care were explored. Tbree broad categories 

denved from the literature wiii be utilized to o r g e  this section of the literature 

review: interpersonal relations, role conflict and environmentai factors. 

Interpersonal Relations 

Relations with the Public 

Dealing with the public was reported to be one area of the unit clerk's job 

that generally provided satisfaction. Hill (1987) and Hall, Stevens and Meleis 

(1992) reported that satisfaction came fiom abiiïty to tend to patients' and 

family/fnends' needs. Contact with the public was important in r-g to the 

unit clerks that they were valuable members of the health care team. Dealkig with 

the public ais0 supplied the clerks with an opportwiity to maintain theV culturai 

contacts by working with members of theü community or ethnic background. 

Poteet (1 985) described the importance of educating the unit clerk to the 

public relations aspect of the job. This author stated that establishing the initial 
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positive relationship with the public was uitimately cost effective as requests and 

problems were likely to be more reasonable. The development of appropriate 

communication s W s  is crucial to the work outcornes and perceptions of the unit 

clerk. 

Co - Worker Relations 

The development of comm~cation skills is also pertinent to promoting 

the integration of the unit clerk into the health care team. Meleis, Norbeck, 

Laffrey, Solomon and Milier (1 989) completed an ethnographie research study 

involving stnicnired interviews with 87 female unit clerks. They reported that 

teamwork, challenge and interaction were the thtee most fiequently reported areas 

of satisfaction for unit clerks. The authoa felt that the opportunity to be of 

service to others was a motivating factor behind this hding. 

Meieis, Norbeck and Lafney (1989), using the same data set as reported by 

the preceding authors, and Linton and Kamwendo (1989) discovered conflicting 

ioformation in their studies. Strained relatiombips with CO - workers, lack of 

communication, inequitable sharing of work tasks and interna1 conflicts resuited 

in split allegiances and were contnbuting factors to job dissatisfaction. 

In addition to the recommendation of developing effective communication 

skills, Cohen (1 983) advocates the promotion of social support on the job. This 



wouid suggest that the incorporation of unit clerks into &meetings and 

inservicing is a vital step in encouraging open dialogue and exposure of existing 

pro blems. 

Relations with Supervisors 

Professional Secretmies International (1986) found that 86% of their 

nearly 4000 respondents to a written questionnaire had a good relationship with 

their supervisors. In contrast, the relatiomhip between supervisors and unit clerks 

were demoostrated by Linton and Kamwendo (1989); Meleis, Norbeck, LafFrey, 

Solomon and m e r  (1989) and Dimarco and Norton (1974) to be a source of 

dissatisfaction. Unit clerks often reported that they felt their aüegiances were split 

between a number of superiors and this resulted in ambiguity. The ability to 

prioritize the work was compromised when the unit clerk was reporting to a 

number of superiors. 

Unit clerks described resentment at their supervisors' failure to recognize 

their needs and to appreciate the unit clerk and the work that was produced. Lack 

of communication, an ongoing theme in the dissatisfaction of unit clerks, was 

highly prevalent in this relationship and resulted in inefficiency and inaccurate 

work. 

Unit clerks reported a dissatisfaction with lack of leadership as weii as 
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ineffective leadership, for example changiag the d e s  inappropriately and without 

notifying the affiected Rofessional Secretaries International (1986) found 

that those employees denied access to necessary face had to c o d t  their 

superios too ofien. The resuit was often a strained relationship between the 

secretaria1 clerk and the supervisor. 

This strain was potentiated by a reported lack of input encouraged or 

sought fkom the clencal workers. This tended to create feelings of helplessness 

and inability to effect positive changes in the work environment. Keller and 

Szilagy1(1978), in a longitudinal study of 132 manageriai, engineering and 

supe~sory  personnel, found that positive leader reward behaviour was related to 

higher job satisfaction while punitive leader behaviour was related to lower job 

satisfaction with work supe~sors. 

Several authors made recommendations wbich address dissatisfactions 

associated with the supenRsor - unit clerWclerical relationship. Resch (1989) 

encouraged supervisors to approach the unit cierk as a team member with a give 

and take mamer. Cohen (1983), Poteet (1985) and Professional Secretaties 

International (1 986) encouraged assertiveness training, sharing of personal and 

institutionai goals, and a fidl explanation of tasks and why they are important. 

SupeMsors were encouraged to delegate enough responsibility that unit clerks 



feel they make valuable contributions in the work place. 

In addition to allowhg self - enrichment courses and encouraging the 

expression of ideas, Cohen (1983) suggested educating the supe~sors thernselves 

in such issues as active iistening, providing positive rewards and using positive 

criticism. These tecornmendations are important steps in improving the work 

situation of the unit clerk and also are pertinent to role conflict. 

Role Conflict 

Wo rk Expectations 

Closely related to the interpersonal relations aspect of the unit clerks' 

satisfactions and dissatisfaction was work overload. Overload was defined by 

Meleis, Norbeclc, Laffrey, Solomon and Miller (1 989) as exceeding one's abiüty to 

comfortably manage with one's work. Inadequate staff(the unit clerk often works 

alone), pressure nom superiors, lack of work organjzation and lack of time ail 

contribute to work overload. As well, the many intemptions are time consumiag 

and M e r  minimize the time available for task completion. 

The unit clerk's work was characterized kt the iiterature as repetitious and 

unchallenging, leaving linle to anticipate or leam (Hail, Stevens & Meleis, 1992; 

Vaughn, Cheatwood, Sules & Brown, 1989). Dytelî (1987), using scale 

measurement tools with 150 clencal workers and 60 s e ~ c e  workers, identified 
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task insignificance as one of two important pcedictors of strain while Hd, 

Stevens and Meleis (1992), using information h m  a qualitative interview study 

of 46 clerks, determined that unit clerks are required to complete tasks in a 

mec hanical fashion. 

The tasks were often beyond the educational preparation of the clerks and 

involved such duties as triaging emergency patients and supplying emotional 

support to the family and fiends of sick and dying patients. In a survey of 162 

secletaries, Statham and Bravo (1991) found that workers were unable to make 

the correct decisions and therefore spent inappropriate amounts of tirne and 

energy atternpting to guess and please their supenrisors. As a result, unit clerks 

couid no t organize their tasks appropriately . This supported Keller's (1 975) 

fmdings in which role ambiguity was highly and signincantly related to low levels 

of job satisfaction. 

A final source of dissatisfaction m n g  unit clerks detennined by Hali, 

Stevens and Meleis (1992) in this category was the fhstration created by irritable 

and demanding patients. This fkustration was compounded by the tendency of the 

unit clerk to identify with the patients as victims of the same factors that make 

their own jobs difficuit. 

Recommendations to a d h s s  the dissatisfactions of work expectations 



were numerous. Keller (1975) stressed the importance of clarifying job 

expectations and ensuring that these are non - conflicting. Fahrbach and Chapman 

(1 990) recommended that the unit cleddclerical jobs should be designed with 

variety, autonomy and challenge. Providiag activities so that monotony and 

tepetition can be minimized were also pertinent Poteet (1985) advocated using 

education tools to assess coping skills and then provîding needed inseMces on 

priority setting, time management and assertiveness training. 

Building on the unit clerks' personal pride in their work was another facet 

which the nurse manager could address in promoting job satisfaction and reducing 

job dissatisfaction. Hail, Stevens and Meleis (1992) determined that the unit 

clerks sought to complete their duties efficiently, meet demands effectively and 

provide an organized miiieu. Most felt they had expertise to share and should be 

recognized as vaiuable resource people. 

Famil y Expectations 

In an analysis of interview and health diaries of workers, Verbrugge 

(1984) found that clericai staff were less happy with their roles and lives than 

other emplo yed individuals. Barnett and Baruch (1 985) suggested that the quality 

of expenence in the family role was a major source of stress for unit clerks. This 

finding was supported by Stevens and Meleis (1991) who used the data coiiected 



fiom the study involviug the 87 unit clerks noted previousiy. 

Hali, Stevens and Meleis (1 W2), Stevens and Meleis (199 1) and Cohen 

(1 983) contended that the unit clerks (predominantly women) remained 

exorbitantly responsible for parental and domestic tasks irrespective of their 

ernployrnent status. There was little extracUCficular t h e  to do anything but the 

necessary, day - to - day tasks. 

Many clerks womed about the quality of care they and thek child care 

providers were supplying to theù children. Stevens and Meleis (1991) discovered 

that their worries took three f o m .  The clerks were concerned about the 

environment their children are raised in and about thek children's skills. They 

doubted theù parenthg abilities. 

Child care resources were also a concem for this group of workers as it is 

for working parents Ui every category. Sick children created large amounts of 

anxiety. Respondents reported having to Lie in order to take sick days or go to 

work while concerned about the health of theù children (Stevens & Meleis, 1991). 

Berardo, Shehan and Leslie (1987), using multiple regression analysis on 

the data of 1,565 white couples fiom a previous study, determined that, although 

wives who are working decrease the number of hours allocated to housework, 

there was no appreciable iactease in the amount husbands contribute to 
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housework. The authors found diat the wives pediomed 74 percent of the 

housework on average. While Meleis, Norbeck and LafEey (1989) completed 

research which supported the enhancement theory (the greater one's role 

involvement, the higher the potentiai for reward and satisfaction), it was not 

surprishg that 75 percent of their respoedents conveyed a sense of being 

overwheimed. Compounding this finding, Meleis, Norbeck, Laffrey, Solomon 

and MiUer (1989) discovend that the unit clerks needed sipaincant time after 

work to calm down fiom the anxieties of the job. Previous research (Verbrugge, 

1984) found that the most striking characteristic of her hdings was the degree of 

dissatisfaction with the clerical workers' job and family roles. 

Froberg, Gjerdlligen and Preston (1986), in their Literature review on the 

effects of multiple roles on women's health, delineated the need to i d e n w  

environmentai supports such as maternity (and patemity) leave benefits, flexible 

working hom and chiid care provisions. Cohen (1983), in a similar review of the 

literature, argued that flexibility of hours would decrease the conflicts between 

farniiy and work obligations and that overtime should be Iùnited in order to 

prevent intrusion into the clerk's personal Me. 

Roles of Women in Society 

This multiple role issue was important in emphasizing the need for 



research in this hospital worker because the majority of whom were women. 

Gimenez (1989) linked role coaflict related to wodc and f d y  to results of 

ideological and s t r u d  constraints peculiar to women. Women have been 

socialized to put f d y  obligations ahead of wotk. This promotes the negiect of 

occupational skills that wouid benefit the clerk. 

Lam, Lee, Ong, Wong, Chow and Kleevias (1987) stated that rising levels 

of education and professional cornpetence in women have the potentiai to increase 

the incidence of women taking more demiuiding wodc positions while st i i i  king 

bound by more traditional domestic and familial obligations. The long standing 

attitudes of society toward women pervades the unit clerk's position. 

Fine (1990) described clericai jobs as often devalued because women were 

in those positions, not because the position had been deskilied. Cohen (1983) 

expanded on this assumption by stating that societal thinking viewed women as 

less intelligent, less comptent and less dedicated to the wodr than 

men. Rewards were therefore not evident. Women traditionaüy occupied 

positions low in occupational prestige, social value and high in expectations over 

benefits (Hali, Stevens & Meleis, 1992; Bamett & Baruch, 1985). 



Environmentai Factors 

Organizational Hieraf~hy 

The clerk was determined to be virtualIy at the bottom of the health care 

hierarchy (Linton & Kamwendo, 1989; Hail, Stevens & Meleis, 1992). As a 

direct result of this organhtional location, unit clerks reported king patronized 

as opposed to being consulted or listened to. They had iittie control over their 

workload and tended to be used as scapegoats for rnistakes made by othes above 

them in the hierarchy or as reservoirs for displaced aggression (Professional 

Secretanes International, 1 986; Hall, Stevens & Meleis, 1992). Dissatisfaction 

was potentiated by codbsion regarding the chah of comrnand (Statham & Bravo, 

199 1). This was particularly tme in hospital setthgs where a dual line of 

autho rity exists between the physician and administrators. Clencal workers found 

themselves without the permission to act on their own and did not receive the 

specific information to allow them to proceed. 

Three Merent research studies m e r  explained why organktional 

position created dissatisfaction in unit clerks. Kerber and Campbeii (1987) 

determined that employees at higher organizatiod levels tended to be more 

satisfied with their work. Stevens and Meleis (199 1) hypothesized that higher 

status jobs provided better benefits including flexibility, control over work and 
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higher incorne. Keller (1975) stated that role conflict was related to low levels of 

satisfaction with supmision, wages and opportuaity for advancement. 

Advancement 

The literature consistently codimed the iack of advancement that 

accompanied the clerical role (Cohen, 1983; Professional Secretaries 

International, 1986; Stevens & Meleis, 199 1 ; Verbrugge, 1 984). Hall, Stevens 

and Meleis (1992) found that the unit clerk role was not considered as a l e ~ ~ a t e  

step in the career ladder of hedth care institutions. Professional Secretaries 

International (1 986) quantified this concern also by indicating that fifty percent 

were excluded fkom advancement opportunïties. Cohen (1983) pointed out that 

any training provided was usually limited to skilis already possessed. 

Two recommendations were found in the Literature to address the 

limitations of advancement for clerks. Poteet (1985) described the wed for 

educaton to develop programs targeted to support personnel. Hall, Stevens and 

Meleis (1992) recognized unit clerks as potential and valuable sources of fiture 

nurses who have already been exposed to the realities of health care and possess 

life experiences. They should be encouraged to enter the nursing profession if 

they demonstrate an interest. 



Wages 

Accompanying the lack of advancement opportunities, unit clerks 

experienced low rates of pay. Stevens and Meleis (1991) and Haii, Stevens and 

Meleis (1992) related this to the vast majority of women located in a ümited 

number of occupations characterized by Iow eamings, few benefits and Little job 

security. Unit clerks reported experiencing strain and £inancial burdens; even 

basic necessities were sometimes a struggie. Meleis, Norbeck, LafEey, Solomon 

and Miller (1989) determined economic considerations as one of the reasons that 

clerks gave for preferring to work elsewhere, given the opportunity. 

This situation could be Iinked back to the preceding discussion of society's 

view of women and employment. A woman's position was regarded as a 

supplementary source of family income ("pin money") despite the fact that many 

women were sole heads of the family (Hal, Stevens & Meleis, 1992). Another 

factor which could situationally contribute to the low levei of wages was the 

absence of unionkation for unit cleiks in some hospitals. Unit clerks who are not 

unionized have littie bargaining power in bureaucratie hospitd organizations. 

Some respondents indicated that wages were a source of satisfaction in 

respect to the benefits and the security of employment within the health care 

institution (Hall, Stevens dé Meleis, 1992). In the current times of economic 
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restra.int, women could not risk quitting their jobs. This was especially 

problematic for those who were unable to afFord the t h e  or money to upgrade 

their education. Until spendhg for health care is brought under control, unit 

clerks will not make financial gain. 

Occupational Hazards 

Wages and Iack of advancement opportunities were only the begianing of 

environmental factors innuencitg the satisfaction of unit clerks. Stevens and 

Meleis (1 991) described the general state of women's occupations as characterized 

by poor working conditions. Statham and Bravo (1990) identined facors such as 

social arrangement and physical layouts which may interfere with the social 

interaction and social support, thus promoting isolation. 

Numerous studies concemed with the physical environment of clerical 

workers have addressed the issue of video display terminai (VDTS). Statham and 

Bravo (1990) Linked the physical problems of VDT users to the design of 

equipment, work stations and the job itseK Dyteil(1987) determined work 

environment discornfort to be one of two of the most important predictors of 

strain. 

Verbrugge (1984) Liaked the chronic health problems experienced by 
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clericai workers with sedentary tasks, poor iighting, m u e n t  interruptions and 

unpredictable workloads. Meleis, N o h k ,  L-, Solomon and Miller (1 989) 

expanded on the issue of fiequent interruption. Respondents identined these 

stressors as sudden meetings, phone calls, questions and the shifting of work 

priorities. 

Hall, Stevens and Meleis (1992) added to these occupational 

environmentai concems with the issue of exposure to blood and other body fluids 

and to diseases without proper knowledge. The clerk respondents also identified 

ventilation, inhaiïng toxic cleaning solutions and fkquent tension headaches as 

environmental concerns. Meleis, Norbeck, Laffrey, Solomon and Miller (1989) 

determined that work space was ofien described as hadequate, unclean and not 

respected by other employees. 

Poteet (1985) recommended that managers stand back with their clerical 

staff and view the work area through the eyes of a visitor. Close attention to the 

ergonomies of the work station could provide relief for several of the unit clerks' 

concems. 

OrganiPng job expectations to ensure employees take frequent work 

breaks and providing numerous opportunities to ambuiate were means of breaking 

the tediurn of the clerk job (Fahrbach & Chapman, 1990). Light, heat and noise 
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levels shodd be monitored and controiied for optimum working conditions. 

Fahrbach and Chapman (1990) encourageci education regarding work posture and 

positionhg, exercise and relaxatioa techniques. Nurse managers tend to send 

their nursing staffrather than their unit clerks to education sessions on these 

topics. By encouraging theù unit clerk staff to attend and use these approaches, 

the whole health care team will benefit- 

Technology 

Another large source of research related to clerical job satisfaction has 

been in the area of technology. Hage (1965) identified the relatioaship between 

technology and a lowered level of job satisfaction. This problem continues to 

persist today. Technological advances have created a fhgmentation of jobs, 

leaving workers with Little sense of achievement (Statham & Bravo, 1990). 

Professionals tended to benefit fkom technological advances wbile the clerical 

workers' situation deteriorates. Clerical workers reported king increasiagly 

monitored by their equipment, a situation which they find dehumanking. 

Technology tended to reduce the amount of control that is available to the 

clencal worker. Statham and Bravo (1990) in research on the effect of 

technology, determined that the clencal workers were not allowed input into the 

introduction of technology, that there was a lack of trainùig in the new equipment 
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and that an inadequate amount of equipment was available to complete the 

expected work. Planning and evduaîion appeared to be insufacknt to meet the 

needs of the clerks using the equipment 

The research completed by the Professional Sectetaries International 

(1 986) determined that the stress level of clerical workers ùicreased with rising 

Level of technology. Stress was i n t e d e d  by the downtime which accompanied 

technology . 

Cohen (1983), in a review of the Literature encompassing technology 

effects, described automation as leading to routinization and simplification. This 

limited the use of education and m e r  negated the desire to fhifïli aspirations. 

Too ofien the result of automation was an increase in the tlumber of changes 

demanded of the clerical worker. It was easy for managers to request these 

changes but resulted in the clerical worker feeling fnistrated and not having an 

outlet to release their feelings. 

Recommendations for the introduction and use of technology were 

numerous. Statham and Bravo (1991) stated that carefid planning and contuiued 

feedback are encouraged. Nurse managers should include the unit clerks in the 

planning process and provide attention to their feedback. Cohen (1983) validated 

Statham and Bravo's belief that the unit clerk's feedback must be considered 
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s-ary 

Most of the information relevant to job satisfaction of unit clerks had been 

extrapolated fiom research conducted at the secretaria1 level in the business and 

private world. The entire literature review indicated that the one qualitative study 

of 87 unit clerks showed similarities in sources of job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction to clerical workers. W e  simiiarities between the situations of 

secretaries and unit clerks couid be drawn, m e r  research into the nibculture of 

the unit clerk within the nursing department was waminted. 

An exploratory, descriptive study ushg i n t e~ews  and participant 

observation wouid contribute to a more comprehensive assessrnent of the factors 

influencing this important group of the health care team. In these times of 

economic restrauit and the quest to provide quaiity patient care with dwindling 

resources, the time invested to enhance job satisfaction and decrease or eliminate 

dissatisfaction would reap benefits at the unit clerk, nursing and patient levels. 



CEWPTER THREE 

Design 

This chapter wili present the selected research methodology for this topic. 

The proposed design WU be presented in the foiiowing sections: method, 

participants, data collection, tnistworthiness, data analysis and limitations. 

Method 

This research problem was investigated using the qualitative research 

method of a mini ethnography. Ethnography stnves to undetstand the cultural 

meanings people use to organiw and interpret their experïences (Parse, Coyne & 

Smith, 1985). A miai ethnography was defied by Leininger (1985) as a srnail - 

scale ethnography which focused on a specific or narrow area of inquiry. In this 

study, the unit clerks were considered a smaii section of the overail nursing 

department. 

Qualitative research is rich in content and aiiows the reader to easily 

understand what the fïndings were and apply meaning to the one's practice. This 

type of research addressed the purpose of this study. As k t e d  research had k e n  

conducted on this classification of health care worker, the potential existed to miss 

important indiators of job satisfacton~dissatisfaction in a quantitative study. 



One reasm for selecting the ethnographie appmach to this problem was 

within the methoâology itseK The main focus was to explore and describe the 

satisfactions and dissatisfactions of unit clerks, not to identify causal relationships. 

This focus aligned with ethnography which seeks to gain new insight, interpret 

behaviour or guide changes for the firture (Leininger, 1985). Ethnography is 

particularly suited to situations wheie there is Limiteci knowledge of a 

phenornenon (Leininger, 1985). This was the case with unit clerks as the 

literature review demonstrated a paucity of direct research on this subculture. 

Qualitative research is amenable to srnail sample sizes without 

jeopardizing its value. The sample size for this study was smd (nine 

participants) for three reasons. First, the number of subjects to which the 

researcher had access was limited and would jeopardize the genemlizability of any 

quantitative method considered. Secondly, a random sampling approach had the 

potentid to eliminate valuable participant information which may have been 

obtained through purposive sampikg. Tbit.d, the sample size was kept smaii 

because the amount of time ailotted to the project had to be kept within 

manageable dimensions yet yield suflïcient data to obtain accurate information. 
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Participants 

Parse, Coyne and Smith (1985) indicated that the study sample should be 

drawn fiom a population Living in the culture which the researcher wished to 

explore. The sample for this research project was a purposive, convenience 

sample (Leininger, 1985). The participants in this study were 9 unit clerks 

actively employed at two urban acute care hospitals. AU participants had a 

minimum of one year fiùl time experience (1950 hom) in this position in order to 

have suffïcient experience for exploration. 

Once approvd had been obtained fiom the two participating hospitals, the 

unit clerks were approached on an individuai basis. Each received written 

explanation (Appendix C) regardhg the purpose of the research, how the &ta 

would be obtained, and the approximate length of cornmitment. The explanation 

was distributed to eligible clerks as determined through discussion of  the most 

appropriate procedure with each institution. 

Ethical Considerations 

Each participant was assured that they would retain the option to withdraw 

theu participation fiom the study at any tirne. The participant also retained the 

option of requesting that specific interactions or data not be recorded and could 

refuse to answer any specific questions during the tape-recorded interview. A 
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guarantee of confidentiality in the letter of explauation was extended to each 

possible participant. M y  the researcher and the Thesis Advisor had access to the 

entire data coiiection. Participants were also informed that if the study was 

published, confidentiaiity would be maintained through giouping ofthe data and 

eiimination of identifjhg information Gtom the published reports. Once the 

participants had agreed, consents verifying their agreement to participate were 

signed (Appendix D). Ethics Cornmittee approval was obtained (Appeadix E). 

Data Collection 

Intorrnation was obtained through participant observation and i n t e ~ e w s  

conducted in person and by telephone by the researcher. The interview sessions 

were conducted fïrst and tape recorded to facilitate verbatim transcription 

(Bernard, 1990). An ethnographic record of notes and tape recordings was kept 

for coding purposes and served as a trail for the reviewer. nie interviews were 

conducted outside of the unit clerk's work time to reduce interruption and increase 

their ability to focus and reflect on their experiences. The length of the initial 

interviews were between twenty and sixty minutes, with mbsequent interviews 

conducted by telephone as necessary for ciarification or M e r  exploration. 

The ethnographic î n t e ~ e w  began with descriptive questions structured to 

lead the participants to reflect and describe the facets of job satisfaction and 
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dissatisfaction as they had experïenced them and as remembered (Parse, Coyne & 

Smith, 1985). The participants were encouraged to describe aspects of their 

experience that they may ignore in daily consciousness but that the researcher 

noted durhg observation periods. Additionai qyestions were generated fkom the 

descriptions and observations to round out and ver@ the understanding of the 

researcher (Criddle, 1993). 

Knaack (1984) mggests that encouraghg self disclosure by participants is 

possible ody when the researcher communicates interest in hearing and 

understanding each participants' experience. The researcher had ten years' 

experience in interviewhg and Iistening to patients and staffand this was an asset 

in facilitating self disclosure. Listening and transcribing the i n t e ~ e w  tapes 

provided M e r  opportmity to assess and refine skilis in this area. 

Participant observation was defined by Parse, Coyw and Smith (1985) as 

a way of involved watching. In this manner, the researcher engaged in observing 

unit clerks' activities and the entire situation for the purpose of recording and 

analysing the activities and interactions. Activities were observed that do not 

penetrate the consciousness of the unit clerk during tesearch stnctly based on 

interviews. 

Participant observation sessions ranged fiom one to two hours in total for 
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each subject. Notes were kept d h g  this @cd, using interview guides. AU 

information was kept confidentid and oniy information related to the unit clerk's 

work was recorded. 

The ability to recognize and distance oneself fiom existing biases is very 

important in research and the process of bracketùig to achieve this prior to and 

during the data collection is discussed throughout the literature (Bernard, 1990; 

Parse, Coyne & Smith, 1985). In order to bracket any preconceived beliefs, 

personal experiences and feelings about unit clerk job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction were examined- These beiiefs about the unit clerks were explicitiy 

stated both in the ethnographie record and in the repon The writer strived to 

enter the interviews without theories about causes and expected hdings instilled 

by personal experïence and through review of the iiterature (Beck, 1992). 

Tnistworthiness 

According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), there are four p d e l  criteria 

utilized to enhance the ngor of a qualitative shdy. These are: credibility, 

fittingness, auditability and confirmability. Each of these were addressed to 

promote rigor in this research project. 

C redibiiity 

Credibility was defined by Sandelowski (1986) as the presentation of 
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descriptions and interpretations of human experience such that the subjects 

identify it as theV own. For the purposes of this study, six means of striving for 

credibility were utilized (Lincoln & Gu& 1985). These six were: prolonged 

engagement, persistent observation, peer debriefing, negative case analysis, 

progressive subjectivity and member checks. 

Prolonged engagement is defined as the substantial involvement of the 

investigator at the site of inquiry in order to overcome misiafomation and 

distortions while building rapport and establishing trust. This was achieved by 

conducting one interview with each participant in a one-to-one setting in addition 

to other participant observations. Telephone interviews were conducted as 

necessary after the interview and the participant observation. The establishment 

of rapport was enbanced by the fact that a superficial working relationship with 

these individuaïs was developed. The Wnter had worked indirectly with, and out 

of necessity in the ps t ,  had to do the job of unit clerks and had great admiration 

for their abiiities. 

Persistent obsewation is the ability to add depth to the scope of the study 

through adequate exposure to the setting. This was achieved through participant 

observation which provided an opportunity for the researcher to observe the 

context and nuances of the research site on an ongoing basis. 
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Peer debriefing, that is the sharing of one's hdings, tentative analysis and 

conclusions in order to cab oc disconfh intuitions, was façilitated by the 

assistance of the Chair of the thesis cornmittee who possessed experience in 

qualitative and ethnographicd research. Progress was shared with the Thesis 

Chairperson in order to reach intersubjective agreement of the m e h g  denved 

fkom the descriptions (Bernard, 1990). This member was able to cut through 

issues and point out new or different perspectives to information. 

It was anticipated that the unit clerks would not present identical 

information. By recognizing the uniqueness of each individuai's experience and 

incorporating it into the £kdings regardless of its fit, the criteria of wgative case 

analysis was met. The potentiai for M e r  research that this created was too 

important to discard and may be indicative of an area which had been under- 

explored or a completely separate topic which could warrant m e r  study at a 

later date. 

Credibility was also enhaaced by the use of progressive subjectivity. The 

researcher could not experience the feelings and information of these individuais 

without an impact on beliefs, values and thought processes (Bernard, 1990). An 

ethnographie record which documented reactions to the information was 

maintained and considered during the examination and coding of the observations 
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and interviews. 

Finaiiy, member checks were uîiüzed in which a participant was asked 

during the telephone interview to confïrm what the writer is hearùig and 

interpreting for that individuai's perspective. A finai copy of the research 

document was made available to them by request or they could access a copy 

through their employing institutions. 

Fittingness 

The parallel criterion of fittingness (the synergism of the emerging theory 

to the collected data and also the abîiity to apply the theory to outside contexts 

[Lincoln and Guba, 19861) was achieved through assurance that the unit clerks 

had at least one years' expenence in the position. This ensured that the views of 

the subjects were representative of the culture to be studied. The "elite bias" 

which is a particular problem in qualitative research was minimized dirough 

evaluating the data for over-weighting/exaggeration of stories through validation 

during telephone interviews and observations during participant observation. The 

" holistic fdlacy " was addressed through the utibtion of  more than one 

institution to ensure data were consistent and congruent 

Auditability 

Auditability can be related to consistent findings (Chahers, 1992). This 
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was achieved primdy through the use of peer debriehg which eiisured the 

decision uail used by the researcher would supply similar fïndings using the same 

data set (Sandelowski, 1986). Auditability was enhanced through review by the 

Thesis Chairperson. 

Confimiability 

Confïrmability is the &dom fÎom bias in the research process 

(Sandelowski, 1986). Similm to the dependability audit discussed previously, a 

coafimiability audit aiiowed the data to be traced to its sources and the processes 

used to organize the raw data inspecteci by outside reviewers of the study (Lincoln 

and Guba, 1985). As before, the Thesis Chairperson assisted in meeting this 

parailel criterion. 

Data Analysis 

Although the literahue contained some very confushg and indepth 

discussions of the data anaiysis procedures for ethnographicai research (Parse, 

Coyne & Smith, 1985; Leininger, 1985), the most succinct description was by 

Bumard (1 99 1). The procedurai stages were logical and met the project's needs in 

d y s i n g  the participant observations and i n t e ~ e w  descriptions of the unit clerk 

culture. 

The !ïrst step was to make notes after each i n t e ~ e w  and participant 
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observation regardhg issues that presented during data collection. During the 

project, memos about &ta categollzations were made to p h d e  dues and 

direction for friture andysis. During the second stage, the tmmxipts and field 

notes were reviewed and additional themes that emerged were noted. By 

reviewing the coilected data, the researcher became immexsed in the culture under 

study . 

In the third stage, the researcher re-read aii the data and generated as many 

headings (open coding) as necessary to describe the contents. Issues which were 

irrelevant to the topic were excluded. The lists of categories were grouped 

together under bigher order categories in the fourth stage. In this stage, the 

smaller categories were grouped togethei into broder categories. Stage five 

involved reviewing and discarding the categories which were repetitious or too 

similar. This process generated a naal list of headings. 

At this point in stage six, an independent reader was invited to discuss the 

categories and the researcher made necessary adjustments. Stage seven involved 

rereading the transcnpts and field notes to ensure that the categories addressed aU 

aspects of the data coiiected. Adjustments were made as needed. 

Foilowing this side - by - side review, the coilected data were coded with 

the appropriate category headiligs. Once the data were coded, the next two stages 
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involved the collection and organhtion of conesponding pieces of the &ta under 

each category and sub - headings. 

Validity of the groupings were assesseci in the eleventh stage by 

completing a member check of the category system. Adjuments were made as 

required. In the foiiowing stage, the sections were fîied together for reference 

during the WTitiag of the report. The researcher was carefid not to distort the 

meanings of the transcripts and notes by moving them out of context or 

ûmsposing infiormation without eosuring completeness of the content. 

Maintainhg complete transcriptions and notes was essential. 

During the final stages of data analysis, the sections were written up using 

selected examples of data with commentary to Iink up the information. The object 

was to achieve as annal product, a smooth flowing narrative which thoroughly 

described the culture of the unit clerks and provided excerpts of data to enharice 

the readability. 

Limitations of this Study 

The sample for the study was small and therefore may have Limited 

descriptive abiiities outside of the institutions where the study occurred. There 

were more willing participants than anticipated with nine unit clerks involved and 

others who indicated interest der  the interviews had concluded and aaalysis 
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begun. These numbers contcibuted to a greater seme of confidence in the results 

but caution must be taken due to several issues. 

There was no way to determine whether this convenience sample was 

representative. The participants were generally more positive about their job than 

the writer had anticipated. Expianations for this include self selection of 

individuals positive about their work, leadhg to a unique group of volunteers or 

possible coilusion of participants which could have produced complimentary 

findings. This was m i n h k d  by the awnymous nature of the study, using two 

different sites and by the timing of the i n t e ~ e w s  which occurred in a short period 

of t h e ,  often several within one to two days. 

Response bias may have occurred if participant responses were edited but 

the study was expected to offset this by including participant observation. The 

participant observation itself may have contnbuted to edited responses as the unit 

clerks were aware that their nursing co-workers would be aware of their 

participation in the study. Validation of the descriptions and extrapolated 

meaniag plus the verbal and nonverbal confirmation and rapport which came with 

repeated interactions also assisted to provide data. In addition, ali unit clerks were 

assured of codïdentiality pnor to the beginning and again at the close of the 

interview. Peer review was also utilized to ensure the essence of the information 



was captured. These controls helped ensure that the hdiags of this study 

reflected the participants' perceptions of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction at that 

particuiar point in tirne. 

The researcher may have experienced one or more the pitfalls of uskg an 

ethnographical research method as discussed by Germain (1 986). Utilking 

premature description of the culture was possible if the researcher did not perceive 

that there was additional information to be explored. Another pitfd may have 

been that attention may have been focused on irrelevant descriptions rather than 

on the central characteristics of the culture. The use of peer debriefing assisted in 

minimi7jng these potentials. 

These pitfds may have been exacerbated by the very nature of the method 

selected. Leininger (1985) indicated several Limitations of this type of research. 

niese include: vague language, interference of researcher bias, lack of procedural 

guidelines and the fact that the study was based in part on the mernories of the 

participants. These issues were addresseci by thorough familiarization with 

ethnographie processes and previous examples of this type of research prior to 

beginning this researçh project. The two best defences were preparedness and 

awareness. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Nine unit clerks in two acute care institutions msponded to the invitation 

to participate in this research project AU unit clerks who met the pre-established 

criteria and partkipated in the study were female. The institutions were based in 

two provinces in Canada The interviews and participant observations were held 

over an eight month period between March 1995 and October 1995. Using 

Burrard's (198 1) method of qualitative data analysis, four elements were 

exûapolated fiom the interviews, field notes and participant observation records. 

These elements included two categories: demographics and job description, and 

two themes: sources of job satisfaction aad sources ofjob dissatidaction. 

Demographics 

All the participants in this study exceeded the minimum required length of 

one year of total full time experience in a unit clerk position. The range was three 

to eighteen years of experience with the mean experience king ten years. The 

age range was twenty two to forty eight with a mean of thirty four years. The type 

of units these unit clerks worked in were varied: three worked on adult surgery 

units, three worked on adult medicine units, one worked on a combination 

medicine/surgery unit, one worked in the operathg m m ,  and one in a psychiatrie 

setting. 
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Four of the participants worked fiill time (1850 - 1872 hodyear), three 

worked 0.7 full t h e  equivalent positions (F.T.E.) and two worked half time (0.5 

F.T.E.). Ody two unit clerks were covered by a collective bargainhg union. AU 

had a Grade 12 education while three had supplementary universïty courses. Ail 

met the institutions' required hiring qualification of medical terminology either 

through course certification or other rdated work such as Licensed Practicai 

Nursing. Other post secondary education included courses in computer (word 

processing), hairdressing and heaith care aide prognuns. 

Work experience preceding employment as a unit clerk included: licensed 

practical nUmng, gmcery store cashier, waitress, hospital housekeeper, bank 

teller, pharmacy techaician, and an accounts receivable clerk. Three were not 

married and had no children. The remaining five unit clerks were married and had 

children of varying ages from preschool to those attending university andor 

working . 

Job Descriptions 

The i n t e ~ e w s  began with general, introductory topics to put the 

participating unit clerks at ease. As one of these initial questions, the participants 

were asked to describe their work duties. The responses were similar throughout 

the descriptions. Eight unit clerks worked rotating week &y and week end eight 
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or twelve hour shifts and one clerk worked a six hour &y shift. Four of the nine 

participants worked Monday to Friday with weekends and statutory holidays off. 

The primary task identified by the cl& was commULLication. This 

involved m e r i n g  the telephone and hancihg various types of enquiries ranging 

fiom recording and relaying lab results to calls fiom family/fiiends asking about 

patients. In addition, the clerks had a standard core of duties that included 

processing physicians' orders. Processing physicians' orders involved 

interpretation of handwriting, completion of a variety of diagnostic test 

requisitions and accompanying preparations as weii as the transcription of 

medications and treatments to various forms used by nursing - Whiie the 

registered nurses did check these orders in what was observed as a cursory 

manner, the potential for errors and omissions in transcription or interpretation 

which could resuit in delays in treatment or harm the patient was signifiant. 

The unit clerks performed what one temed "gopM' duties in procuring 

supplies and information for the nursing stan, nlnsing supervisors and other 

allied health professiods such as physiotherapists and pharmacists. They kept 

the units stocked with office and nwsing supplies and performed secretarial 

functions such as typing reports and staff schedules. Seven of the unit clerks 

calcuiated daüy nwsing workload measurement estimates while the facility where 
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the remaining two were employed did not have a measusement system in place. h 

three interviews, the unit clerks described assisting the nurses with procedura by 

providing emotional and sometimes physical support to steady or reassure 

patients. 

Three unit clerks perfonned duties that exceeded the standard description 

of duties. One of these clerks worked in a decentralized environment where there 

were no unit managers in the organhtional structure and her job had evolved into 

a more administrative function, encompassing duties such as compilation of 

statistics, direct troubleshootùig in stafnng and patient issues and research 

involvement. Another unit clerk was responsible for organizing the operating 

room slates and scheduling patients. The third unit clerk worked on an area with 

more longer term patients and therefore found a greater amount of time was spent 

in patient/family interaction. The preceding three unit clerks performed these 

duties in addition to the tasks cornmon to ail the unit clerks involved. 

The physical work space utilized by the unit clerks was similar in six of 

the participant observation sessions. These participants worked in an area within 

the nursing station. Their desks were geographically separate nom the nursing 

desks where all the patient charts were located. in order to access chart 

information or the majority of requisitions and papers, the clerks needed to leave 
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their own desk space and walk to the ninsing station or office supply area. Four 

of the participants had access to a dumbwaiter (a d elevator device used to 

transport supplies between floors) located appmximately thkty feet h m  their 

desk space. 

The remahhg three unit clerks' locations were physically separate fiom 

the nursing stations, requiring the clerks to leave their own work spaces and go to 

the nursing stations which were set in a wheel design. The approximate distance 

between each work space would be fifty feet. These unit clerks had no means of 

directly visualizing the nlnsing stations and this impaired their ability to see where 

they were needed, but on a positive note, there were fewer interruptions by 

nursing MC 

Al1 participants identified a combination of factors which contnbuted to 

job satisfaction and dissatisfaction. These factors are discussed in the following 

section- 

Sources of Unit Clerk Job Satisfaction 

Analysis of interview transcnpts and participant observations revealed 

four sources of satisfaction. These, in descendhg order of fkquency, were: 

positive interpersonal relatiomhips, professionai pride in organîzational ability 

and responsibility, benefits, and the opportunity for personal growth. Within 



these four categories, subcategories emerged which fiirther eahanced 

understanding of unit clerksy sources of satisfaction. 

Interpersonal Relationships 

Overall, the unit clerks who participated in this study expressed a great 

appreciation for working with ail types of people. This was reflected in 

statements such as "1 enjoy king with people. 1 enjoy working with peopley7 and 

"1 like the people 1 work with". Within the gmuping of interpersonal 

relationships. five subcategories were identified These were: reiationships with 

nursing staff, other heaith care workers, nursing supervisors, patients and families, 

and physicians. 

Relationship with Nursiug Staff 

The participants identified a feeling of teamwork through participation and 

belonging to the health care team. As one unit cferk stated ''they (the health care 

workers) talk to me on the same levei"; another indicated she was "part of the 

team". A third participant indicated that she had "stafYsupport" when it was 

needed and, in retum, unit clerks provided the nursing staff with a place to go for 

a sounding board. 

The participant observation sessions supported this perception of 

teamwork. The unit clerks were observed to have an effortless rapport with ail of 
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the nurses they worked with, commuaicating freely and as equals. Both unit 

clerks and nming staff made suggestions and asked for direction as needed. This 

complementary relationship contn'bued to another sub - category w i t h  the data, 

that of facilitator. 

The unit clerks saw one of their roles as facilitators in fast - paced 

environments. Supporthg this were statements such as 'Tm wüling to help out to 

make it easier for everybody". The unit clerks reported carrying out team building 

activities not included in their formal job descriptions such as managing coffee 

h d s ,  coordinating stafffbnctions and looking after car& or gifts. This task 

seemed to default to the unit clerk as %e one consistent person that is there to 

talk to everybody". 

The unit clerks observed in this study went about their duties with an 

apparent heightened awareness of issues and perceptions mund them. They were 

quick to i d e n t -  when a staff nurse and physician was upset or in need of 

assistance. One example of this was one of the participants taking the time in her 

busy day to make sure that one of nurses had gone for a lunch break 

The empathy shown for others was feit to be reciprocated. The unit clerks 

indicated that they did not feel taken for granted and repeated overheard 

compiiments fiom nurses such as "ou. clerks are really good here" or "glad to ssee 
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you back and they make it known". DunDg observation on several of the unit 

clerks' work sites, the nurses, alerted by the notice that thei. clerks were 

participating in this study, made a point of t e h g  the investigator how valuable 

the clerk(s) were and that they were appreciated. 

The clerks indicated that this type of positive feedback helped them deal 

with "stress times". The relatiomhip between nurses and unit clerks couid be 

characterized as positive, each fke to discuss concems as they aise. One unit 

clerk stated "1 never find them cnticipng me. If you do make a mistake, they 

bring it to you, but it is never anything that puts you d o m  at any the." 

The large staff complements (ranging fiom 15 - 44 nursing staff) seemed 

to increase the importance of the unit clerks in their central support role by 

providing a bridge between staf f  who rotate through various shifts. In some cases, 

the unit clerk played a more definitive role in staff relations, trying to "Ldiffue bad 

tempers on the unit between the staff'. One lmit clerk indicated her compassion 

for the casual nursing staff, going "to bat for them begging for extra shifts, 

because it must be very riifficult when you are the bread winner. Some famiiy 

situations are very, very poor". 

Using one clerk's self portrait, unit clerks are ''the centre of the floor" and 

they "work with di the "YOU get to know their personaiities and there is 
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definitely every type of persodty so that's interesting and it's a challenge to try 

and get dong with everyone". Another participant stated that she "read into a lot 

of the people aad their needs and wants and who I'm working with and what to 

expect ftom them aad what they expect h m  me." 

The unit clerks, in maintahhg these mdtipfe relationships, noted the 

importance in keeping "out of ai l  the politics". This appeared to be a means of 

reducing stress and tension on the wards. The writer observed one unit clerk who, 

being asked to settle a disagreement between two staff7 stated she wouid not get 

involved and physicdy removed herself. This studied neutraiity extended beyond 

nursing staff to encompass other members of the health care team as discussed 

below. 

Relations with Other Health Care Workers 

There was a strong sense of pride in the relationships developed with other 

deparûnents and staff. Participants discussed the good feelings that resulted when 

"you've made fiends in other areas". One unit clerk noted 'b i t  clerks rely on 

one another. 1 know its a nice feeling to get another unit clerk on the other end 

and they know what you're looking for". Developing networks of contacts 

outside of the employing faccilities was another source of satisfaction, developing 

"a rapport with them because of c a b g  . . . for patient transfers". 
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Participant observation supporteci the existence and utïiity of these 

relationships. The unit clerks used these relationships to achieve their objectives, 

such as obtaining supplies or medications, in a timely m e r e r  People contacted 

by the unit clerks included physical plant workers, dispatchers, porters/orderlies, 

and admitting personnel. 

As with relations with nursing d, the unit clerks describe the 

satisfaction in anticipating and organizing work for individuais such as the 

therapists who corne to the units. "We have a lot of people coming and going, 

like physio, the dieticians. You kind of keep things organized". Similar to the 

interdepartmental contacts, the Wnter observed the unit clerks coordinating unit 

activities such as appointments with allied health professionals. 

One example of this was when one mit clerk noted a young female patient 

ready for discharge and appearing confused. This participant stopped her desk 

work immediately and detemilied that the patient had no discharge arrangements 

in place but had been told by her physician that she could go home. Immediately, 

this particular clerk located the social worker assigned to this individuid, 

explained the problem and suggested various strategies to meet this patient's 

needs. Once satisfied that the patient was going to receive adequate attention, she 

returned to the tasks she had lefi. 



Relationship with Nursing S u p e ~ s o r s  

GeneraUy the participauts indicated positive interpersonal relationships 

with their superion. The unit clerks had developed a talent of doing as much as 

they couid to facilitate the work flow of the unit but would direct issues to their 

supervisor when they could no longer adequately address i t  One participant, in 

discussing her working relationship with physicians, stated %e ones that you 

can't ... jolly along ..., if they become too much of a problem then you just go 

ahead and dump them in someone else' lap, they get paid for it and I don't". 

ùi addition, an open two - way relationship exîsted between ai l  but one of 

the unit clerks and their supervisors. In statements such as '%ve u d y  take it to 

our unit manager. We'll sit down and try to think out a solution"; "they're great, 

the y 're excellent"; participants indicated that theu suggestions for improvements 

in work flow were positively received These clerks were encouraged to take 

nsks: "give it a whul. If it works, great, if not, go back to the old wayy'. There 

were several examples of this successful problem s o l d g  given, including the 

redesign of work stations and allocation of seating. 

Verbal appreciation ("gives me encouragement and the pats, tooy') received 

from supe~sors also provided job satisfaction. In addition, recognition that the 

unit clerks had persona1 lives which couid affect job pefiormance were u d y  
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recognized by their supervisors One clerk indicated that she 'kent through a 

very dinicuit t h e  in my persona1 Life and found it very, very easy to talle to my 

boss about it". This would dso serve to reinforce the clerks' perception that they 

are an accepted team member. 

Unit clerks who participated in this study identined that the supe~sors 

had verbaily acknowledged their value as a member of the health care team 

through comments such as ' W t  clerks are the centre of the unit". Accordhg to 

one participant, this verbal recognition was supported by action, "you get resuits". 

Flexibility in accommodating changes in shift scheduies also were a source of 

satisfaction for unit clerks as most indicated their requests were accommodated 

whenever possible. 

Relationship with Patients and Families 

A M e r  source of satisfaction for the participants came h m  working 

with patients and the public. This satisfaction was derived as a result of 

performing tasks such as giving phone messages to patients and feeling 'S've done 

a good job 'cause . . . I get to help the patients, help the visitors". One participant 

stated that it was the patients that kept her coming back to her job, enjoying the 

interaction and positive reinforcement received as indicated by comments nich as 

%ey treat you very nice". 
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n i e  unit clerks indicated tbat they took pride in behg able to provide the 

human touch or lcind word that they assessed as sometimes missed by nursing 

staff pushed to the maximum workload. The clerks achieved this in a variety of 

ways such as: piving "them (the patients) a linle pep - up to make them feel better 

about themselves. 1 like dokg that" or "stop and say heilo". Another commented 

that "as a unit cierk, you feel that happiness and joy, and a lot of sadnessy'. One 

unit clerk had overcome her personal discodort in working with the elderly 

through her work. Another identifieci with the patients by asking herseff ''wwhat 

would it be iike for me to be in this hospital bed?" 

One unit clerk expressed a desire to do even more for the patients than her 

job description aiiowed, wishing she could "get to h o w  them pe r sody  bette?. 

This desire has sparked this particular participant to consider pursuing a career as 

a nurse, having found that the unit clerk job ''totally changed my idea of what 1 

want fiom life" 

Each unit clerk observed had some interaction with either patients or their 

families. These interactions were consistently warm and professional. The 

individuais were treated with respect and unit clerks communicated the message 

that the patients' welfare was a high priority. One clerk took time to sit with a 

patient who needed supe~sion to smoke and a h  to separate p p e s  into servings 



because the dietary department was unable to provide this service. 

Relationship with Physicians 

Job s a t i s f ' on  was also denved h m  personai interaction with 

physicim. The unit clerks indicated that they felt respected by these individuals, 

making commeats during the i n t e ~ e w  such as "a doctor wiil corne in and say 

'well maybe we shouid try this or this or this', and 1 sit there and listen to them 

but cadt  help them. It's just they feel they can say it out loud. It makes it easier 

or something". The unit clerks observed working with physicians had a 

cornfortable rapport. The unit clerks clearly stated their kmwledge on issues and 

answered the physicians' questions thoroughiy. If they were uriable to assist the 

physician, they quickly sought out an individuai, either nurse or manager, to 

address the physicians' issues. 

One participant iDdicated that substantial time could be spent explainhg 

access issues to physicians. Another believed that ''we get dong better with the 

doctors than the nurses . . . 1 think we are les of a threat". Another factor whicb 

could contribute to this perception cornes fiom the statement '%ve know the 

doctoa . . . and they know us", underscorhg the importance of the continuity of 

the unit clerks. There was no indication during the participant observations that 

the nurses held any resentment toward the unit clerks for this role. 
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The importance the unit clerks place in facilitating the work of others 

again came into place when discussuig interaction with physicians. The mit 

clerks described personal pride in king able to anticipate the needs of the regular 

physicians: %y and keep aU the doctors happy", "what they want . . . you just get 

things ready for them". This included locating patient chans, supplyiog pens, and 

obtaining lab resdts. They also saw their persona1 value in king able to answer 

questions and prevent the interruption of a nurse working with patients. 

These subcategories of 'reiationships' occurred the most fkquently and 

was assessed to provide the strongest source of job satisfaction for the 

participating unit clerks. The foiiowhg section involving organisrational skilis 

ranked second by the majority of unit clerks in strength as a source of satisfaction. 

O r g h t i o n a l  Skills 

A consistent theme throughout all of the interviews was the awareness of 

increasing workload that had occurred over the years. Along with this, a sense of 

pride in organizational skills and responsibility in managing this workload 

existed. The category of organizationaf skills was comprised of subcategories of 

variability of the role, role expansion, perfectionism, coordination of care and 

independence. 



Variabiiity of Role 

''1 like a job that is unpredictable, you never know h m  &y to day ". 

Unpredictability or variabüity was a challenge that several of the unit clerks 

ideatified as a source of job satisfdon. Statements such as "my day involves 

anything" and "I like the fast pace" helped the &ter undetstand that the unit clerk 

did not lead an ordered, predictable work pattern. One clerk described the 

variability as a "real challenge" in trying to complete reguiar duties while 

accommodating "routine admissions at the same time as the 'admit follows' 

(patients admined to an inpatient unit foilowhg surgery or 'same day surgeries') 

coming back. . . plus anything that walks through the door in Emerg." As a result, 

the clerks iavolved in this study described a great deai of pnde in their high level 

of organizational abiiities. One stated: "1 lïke having my job place organized and 

God help you ifyou mess it up too much!" 

The work stations of the participating unit clerks were a testament to the 

organizational abilities of these individuals. They were set up so that as many 

requisitions as possible were within arms reach of the arwi where the unit clerks 

processed their orders. Three maintained a List to remind them of tasks that 

required their attention. Ail supplementary supplies such as pens and forms were 

placed convenientiy and labelied. There was no t h e  wasted in looking for 
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standardly used items. 

The variabifity of the work was inteasifid by the mtatioaai shifts of the 

nursing staff. One clerk noted that the nutsiag staff6'are oniy on three days, I'm 

the oniy one that is there Monday to Friday". This reinforcd the central 

importance of the role which had forced the clerk to be a communication conduit. 

The statement '?eu (the unit clerk) because (she) WU relay it to whoever, because 

she is going to be here, right?" supported this assessment. This served to M e r  

reinforce the important continuity that the unit clerks provided. 

The clerks also fiinctioned as a resource for staff "because I've k e n  

around a Lot". During the participant observations, the writer observed a mean of 

four questions (and a range on 1 - 7) in one hour fiom nursing &that required 

direction fiom the unit clerk. The majority of these requests dealt with accessing 

other departments. The requests increased the erratic na- of the unit clerk's 

work and also created situations where the unit clerk wouid volunteer to complete 

a task for a nurse thus adding to the amber of activities carried out. 

Role Expansion 

One clerk noted that she did not have time for her original job, noting "that 

the health care system is changing greatly". Being able to "relieve the nursing 

staff of some of theu duties" had been a source of satisfacton and pnde. An 
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example of this source was the charting of the temperatmes on graphics sheets in 

the patients' record. Another example wouid be in "setthg up conference. . . we 

set them up for the head nurses and get the f d y  to attend and sent to ail 

departments." 

One clerk noted "that Medicine has corne so fiir. We are doing far more 

tests, . . . more x-rays and the nurses . . . they don't check our kardexing, they 

don't check our requisitions. There's fm more respoiisibility". Another stated 

"ere is so much more and it is our responsibility to make sure they happen. Our 

orders are not double - checked . . . there's far more responsibility". 

The unit clerks were observed processing ai i  physician orders and 

requesting numerous tests, ensuring that appropriate prepamtions were 

documented in the patients' kardexes. A range of O to 8 tests were observed to be 

ordered at one time. The highest number of charts requiring processing was 

seven. The unit clerks used a standard approach to processing these orders: 

quickly reviewing the charts for "stat" orders then processing those nrst. Two 

characteristics, efficiency and accuracy, summarize the unit clerks in their work. 

While one clerk stated "there is more responsibiiity and that is good 

because it gives you more job satisfaction", at t h e s  this becarne a concem 

because the clerks had assumed too much responsibility, for example "important 
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medical questions" which needed to be relayed between health disciplines. 

Another unit clerk stated: "1 have no authority and is my butt redy covered for 

the decisions 1 made?" For this particular individual, attempts to disniss this 

concem with her supervisor were met with ''double - talk" and when pressed for 

an m e r ,  this supe~sor  "doesa't back it up". This was a soince of hstmtion 

and tension for this unit clerk. 

Two of the clerks h t e ~ e w e d  felt that they had assurneci numerous duties 

once performed by head nurses. These duties included "dohg the hours, keeping 

track of the vacations, lave of absences . . ., head nurse's stats, and 

troubleshooting stafnng issues ("no W f o r  the unit"). hother duty assumed by 

one of the unit clerks was the coordination of a research study, coordinating "the 

medication with lab work". 

While a sense of pnde existed in king able to master these duties, the 

clerks expressed a need to know that their work was utüized, not simply ignored 

once filed. One participant gained satisfaction fiom intervening in events or 

"aborting a sticky solution". Upon m e r  questioning, this unit clerk descnbed 

an incident where she felt that a patient's safety was compromised and took 

measures to correct it. Once again, the centrai role of these iadividuals emulated 

that similar of the head nurse but without any authority. This pride in mastering 
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additional duties extrapolated to the following subcategory of 'perfectionism' in 

which the ability to do more tasks and perform them accurately was important to 

the unit clerks- 

Perfectionism 

The unit clerks dso discussed a need to avoid errors, ensuring pmessed 

physicians' orders were bcdways double checked". 'T don't iike erroa. I donTt 

like being wrong". These concems were enhanced by the knowledge that errors in 

this line of work codd result in possible harm to the patients or "it costs 

everybody" when discharges are delayed. This carefiess was complicated by 

the down loading of responsibilities fiom nursing staff to the unit clerks. One 

participant provided several examples of processing orders where simple mistakes 

could be serious: "1 never send a lab req d o m  without having an RN check it 

fust, just in case 1 have the wrong addressograph or I've ticked off the wrong 

O neT'. 

During the participant observation sessions, the writer noted that the unit 

clerks had deveioped a system of mental double checks, for example, validating 

transcribed orders against the original orders prior to sending them. Their 

systematic checks appeared to be performed automaticaliy and without adding 

obvious redundancy or significant additionai t h e  to their jobs. The participants 
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enjoyed the feeling of a job weii done, "once you leave, you're able to know that 

you've done everything''. Another stated "maybe I'm too conscientious . . .if I'rn 

going to do a job, 1 want to have it done and completed before I nnish for the 

day" . 

Coordination of Care 

With patients stayiag shorter periods of tirne in hospital and typicaily 

being more acutely ill, the unit clerks relayed how they had a greater role in 

coordinating patient care and discharge. This was emphasized in a statement ' k e  

have a lot, a big turnaround . . . we're processing the charts one &y and the next 

day we're stripping them and they are going home. It's a lot of paperwork." A 

summary of a typical patient turnover was ten to twelve admissions one &y and 

ten to twelve discharges the following &y. The range of admissions during the 

periods of observation were zero to two and the discharges were zero to two in a 

one hour pend. 

One clerk stated "you know the ropes or the dinerent avenues you need to 

access in order for this to be completed for the patient. This happens, 

unfortunately too much, but it makes you feel good when you can complete 

something iike that." Another supported this assessrnent by stating "the pieces of 

the puzzle have to fit''. The clerks seerned to enjoy the challenge inherent in the 



statement  ou always have to be thinkuig". 

Independence 

The cierks h t e ~ e w e d  expnssed an appfecjation for the amount of 

independence that existed in their rooles. One participant stated that she had 

enough leeway but stiU had somecme to go to ifneeded and another claimed that 

"basicdy the responsibility is ours". When asked how she felt about this 

increased responsibility, one participant responded '7 don't mind it. 1 enjoy that 

part of it. I find it d e s  you a lot busiet, it k s  the nurses up". Once again, this 

highlighted the satisfaction the clerks obtained h m  facilitating the system. 

ûppominity For Personal Growth 

An offshoot of the increased workload and responsibility of the unit clerk 

was the ongoing opportunity to increase one's knowledge base. This opportunity 

rnanifested itself in several of the interviews in statements such as "different 

things that corne on the ward . . . its not b o ~ g " .  One clerk stated "I've ken 

luclq enough to watch a few procedures king done. You leam aU the time. It's 

nice to be involved". Another unit clerk cited "always goma be leaniing" as a 

reason to continue in the role for an indennite p e n d  Another identified the 

opportunity to expand her knowledge on cornputers 'tvithout creating more 

problems" as a source of satisfaction. 
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The opportunity to improve interpersonai skills was a recurrent theme in 

the interviews. One mit clerk identified personal growth as a result of her 

employment as a unit clerk, noting that she had developed assertiveness skills. as 

"one of my unit objectives last year" while another udicated she had developed 

good listening skills. Another described pride in overcomhg the tendency to be a 

"loner" and learned to "sit there and talk to people and the residents and families'". 

This achievement allowed the participant to appIy the new skiiis to her personal 

life: "it's helped me out in the community too because I'm also the bowling 

coordinator and 1 look &et 150 kids"- 

The unit clerks displayed an eagemess to leam and increase skills. There 

was no seme of resentment for the additional responsibilities the unit clerks had 

taken on as this provided the oppottunity to leam. In addition to keeping athmed 

to the tempo of the unit, the unit clerks were also observed to absorb new 

information nom sources such as physicians or nurses discussing specinc cases. 

They read histories and reviewed laboratory redts as time allowed. Hospital 

postings and memos containhg &y - to - day information were read by two of the 

unit clerks observed. 

Benefits 

In general, die participants of this study indicated that they were pleased 
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with the employee benefits, sometimes including wages. One clerk stated '9 think 

the benefits, fike with the dental plan and with your inmance for ambdance and 

private rooms, benefits, 1 think they're great." Holidays and sick tirne were also 

items of satisfaction for these participants, noting that "compared with other 

people in the public sector" . . . "there's no way I'd ever complain about my 

benefits". A unit clerk stated '?he money's good as weli . . . you can't complain 

about that" while another felt "it's more than enough . . . there are educated 

people out there working for quite a bit less than 1 am, doing the same type of 

thing, so I can't complain". 

Another source of satisfaction related to work benefits was the shifts 

worked One respondent enjoyed working twelve hour shifts because 'You get 

that week off every six weeks". mers confirmed this, statiag "1 enjoy my days 

off during the week and I don't mind working on the weekends". m e r s  haà a 

slightiy different perspective on this issue, noting that the twelve hour shifts "tend 

to go fairly fast as weli" and "we put in long days . . . so, after a fidi day, you're 

ready to forget it." Also, one unit clerk noted that the weekend "gives you a 

different perspective" as these times were usually less hectic. 

Unit clerks were observed working both week ends and week days. The 

former was noticeably quieter with fewer unit and ailied perso~el present. The 
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noise level and number of distractions were less and the affect of the unit clerks 

appeared to be less pressured, supportïng the obsewation ofsome of the 

participants that the weekends were a welcome respite in a busy envitonment. 

These sources of job satisfaction for unit clerks who piuticipated in the 

study were consistent throughout both settings. It was interesting to note that the 

results supported those fïndings of Meleis, Norbeck, Laffrey, Solomon and Miller 

(1989). The exception wodd lie in the issue of pay and benefits. The majority of 

unit clerks in this study indicated that these were sources of satisfaction as 

opposed to dissatisfaction as in the previous literature. The unit clerks in both 

settings earned approximately $8.00 per hou. less than the nurses. A discussion 

of sources of job dissatisfaction will follow. 

Sources of Unit Clerk Dissatisfaction 

Five sources of dissatisfaction were identified fiom this study. These 

included fkquent intemptions, ergonomies of the work environment, lack of 

educational opportunity, inadequate compensation and job uncettainty regarding 

the future. These sources of dissatisfacton are pcesented in order of decreasing 

priority and supported by subcategories where applicable. 

Interruptions 

The greatest recuffing source of dissatisfaction for the unit clerks 
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participating in this study was the fiequent inte~uptions which distracted them 

fiom their tasb. These interruptions arose h m  subcategories such as: the 

telephone, public sources, and hospital staff as well as subcategory of 

miscellaneous interruptions. 

Telephone Interruptions 

The phone was a major source of interruption. The interviews revealed 

comments such as "its going al l  the the.  We're answering phones" (up to ten 

were noted on the units obsewed) and "its comtantly ringingy' plus the 

intercoms which may be patient or stafîrequests for assistance. It was an 

expectation of the unit clerks' supervisors that the phones be answered by these 

clerks, fkeeing up the nursing stafffor direct patient care. The clerks noted that 

the interruptions originated from a large variety of sources iecluding: doctors, 

patients, families, and other departments. 

During the participant observation sessions, there was a range of four to 

seventeen telephone interruptions and a range of thtee to five phone calls initiated 

by the unit clerks. Approximately one half of the incoming telephone c d s  

required referral to amther individuals such as the head nurse or nurses loolüng 

after patients. 

One participant noted that many of the phone interruptions generated by 
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other hospital departrnents couid be nduced with enhancements in technology. 

Her suggestion was a computer system could easily communicate information, 

such as discharges or transfers, to several recipients in a minimum amount of 

time. Only one of the areas where the unit cl& worked had a computer and it 

was not on a network system. 

Some impmvements had been noted, such as  the establishment of a Pte 

Admission Clinic which diverted patient calls to auother department. Other unit 

clerks were forced to prioritize the retuni of c d s  in order to complete their work. 

"1 donTt do it instantiy. 1 keep a iîtîie list". The unit clerks demonstrated an 

understanding of the importance of public and interdepartmental relations that c m  

be maintained through phone contact and made every effort to meet the needs of 

those calling in. 

As discussed previously, the participants demonstrated this cornmitment to 

the patients by their actions. Euh unit clerk observed stopped her work to 

address the needs of patients and their friends or f d y .  One accompanied a 

patient to smoke, another located a patient's social worker and others relayed 

phone messages. 

Interruptions by Public 

Family enquiries were noted to consume a considerable amount of time for 
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several of the participants. For instance one clerk noted "you'ii have three or four 

family members for one patient and that's one of my big pet peeves". To adQess 

this, there was an uawntten d e  "patients aren't diowed to use out phones". The 

clerk went on to elaborate that the interruptions took away fiom the patients' rest 

and care and this was the explanaiion that was pmvided. 

The mit clerks understood why these interruptions o c c m d  and 

empathized with the public but found that their work was discontinuous as a 

result. Uiustrated in previous discussion on the importance ofthe unit clerks as a 

conduit of information, interruptions posed a k a t  to this function. This 

discontinuity was fkther exacerbated by Interruptions by hospital staE 

Hospital S t a  Interruptions 

One clerk expressed hstmtion in ûying to tnuiscribe "a doctor's order to 

the kardex and I could get half way through and . . . (have someone) trying to ask 

me a question". Another reinforced this observation stating " you've got lots of 

things to do, which you have to get done, but (the doctors w u )  corne dong and 

it's sort of expected of you . . .they're hoiiering form the other side, where's this, 

where's that . . . maybe if the doctor flipped through the chart and read what was 

written . . . that sort of goes for everybody". During the participant observation 

sessions, three of the unit clerks were asked by physicians for information (e.g. lab 
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resuits, dictated histones) which was present on the patients' charts. 

The intercorn system also created additional interruptions by nursing staff. 

One unit clerk noted "a lot of staff will pick up the intercorn and get you on there 

and Say "cm you bring me a pend?" This was noted to be "more the older 

staff. . . who are not aware that our job has really increased in duties" and some 

new nurses who '%figure it is not an RN's duty to say nia and get a piece of paper". 

This attitude by some nurses was observed to be a source of tension for some of 

the less assertive unit clerks. One clerk addressed the situation by stating "at 

Mies  1 find there's one of me and ten nurses and they forget that there's just one 

of you and sometirnes you have to say, look, I'm doing thîs right now". 

Another source of frustration was: "three or four people try to talk to you 

at once because they don't reaiïze that you are on the phone and they Say 'order 

me this, where's that, can you tell me where this person is'?" Another confinned 

this observation, noting "litle things that take up t h e  and that I'm the only one 

that can do (them), get behind because of these things". 

"It is noisy with people going on Like this aii the time . . . takes you longer 

to get your work done . . . you can't concentrate as well.'' As a result, the clerks 

noted that they spend more time rechecking their work. This related to the desire 

to do the tasks perfectly and avoid error, a source of satisfaction discussed earlier. 
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One participant commented on the high level of stress this created not only for 

hem, but to a greater extent for replacement (casual) unit de& staff, who had 

difficulty meeting the expectations of the staff. This pason noted "its a stressful 

place and . . . we have a high turnover, it's demanding". This stress on casuals 

was also intensifhi by the lack of training and orientation received by the c d  

workers. This wiii be discussed at a later point. 

Due to the high rate of interruption, the unit clerks who worked rotating 

shifts expressed appreciation for the quieter times such as after 4:00 psi. and 

weekends when their concentration was Iess ofien broken. As one clerk stated 

"you feel like you can usually cope better because there's not aü the people 

around doing things". The other moderathg factor observed by one unit clerk was 

that "some of the nurses really pitch in and help, 'cause until our work is done, 

they can't do theirs." This decreased activity was observed during participant 

observation sessions held on weekends. 

Miscellaneous Interruptions 

One of the unit clerks identifïed that the dumb waiter required fiequent 

answering, retrieving supplies for the unit or for other units. During the 

participant observation sessions, the dumb waiter rang a mean of 8 times in one 

hour with a range on two to 13 times. The beii amouncing the dumb waiter's 
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arrivai rang contuiuously until someone answered it and niusing staffciid not take 

the initiative to stop this interruption. This required the unit clerk to stop what she 

was doing, retrieve the items h m  the dumb waiter, determine their finai 

destination and then retum to the task at hand. This perception of what constitutes 

a unit clerk's job redts in these individuais assuming nursing tasks but there 

appears to be linle reciprocation. 

Another source of interruption noted by some participants were the 

patients themselves. One unit clerk noted "you have to be very flexible. You 

can't Say, weU, a patient cornes to you and says 'I'd like a cup of coffee' . . . you 

can't Say, well, I'm sorry I'm busy, 1 can't do it for you now, so you'll just have to 

go off and do whatever". As a ~su l t ,  priorities were constantly juggled and work 

abandoned and resumed later. AU these interruptions had to be weighed and 

prioritized agakt orders and issues requUing immediate attention. Maintaining 

positive public relations and working relationships entered into the caicdations, 

involving unit cierks in a constant balancing act. 

Ergonomies 

Work Space Limitations 

AU but two of the participants identified the lack of physical w o r h g  

space as a concern for them, noting "its just so cramped". Along with the 
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restricted work space, the unit clerks described problems accessing equipment, 

particularly the telephone. One cl& described the Erustration: "everyone would 

be sitting around (the telephone) and no one would m e r  it, they'd expect you to 

answer it, so you'd be reaching across the table to answer if'. One unit clerk had 

received numerous comment. fiom people saying "doesa't that dnve you crazy to 

be in that Little room . . . its realiy nice compared to what it used to be when it was 

right off the change room". Another clerk noted: "a lot of the changes or issues or 

ideas are usually geared toward the nursing staff, not the clerical stafï'. 

Another described frvstration with nursing students and their instructors 

who exarnined charts in the middle of the clerk's work areas. "Go some place 

into a corner . . . you can take aIl the tirne you want with that chart but maybe 

don? sit at a really busy place to do it". One participant expressed a wish for 

more space as there were "always binders for this and binders for that". The work 

spaces typicdy included the paper supplies noted previously as well as a variety 

of procedure and information manuals, books and old patient records. The two 

clerks who indicated satisfaction with their work space had recently collaborated 

in renovating the space so more items were avaiiable at a m ' s  reach. A wide 

range of hospital personnel accessed these items throughout the participant 

observation sessions and this added to the congestion and noise. Noise was a 
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problem specifidy ideniifid by one of the participants. She said ccsometimes if 

you are taking lab redts over the phone, you almost have to plug your other ear". 

This created stress and the potential for error for the unit clerk. 

Another issue related to physical set up was the lack of computer access. 

Several clerks idenàned this as a factor in increasing their workload. One 

participant described how one computer entry could eliminate phone caiis to 

departments to relay patient information and reduce the number of patient 

condition enquiries. Other clerks indicated a need to access Iab resdts and 

pharmacy. This lack of computer networking is compounded by the "hi& 

tumaround" where there were a high volume of admissions and discharges 

experienced on many of the mit  clerks' areas. The clerk who slated patients for 

surgery was "sceptical" about proposed plans to introduce a computerized 

Operating Room booking package but hoped that this would deviate confiicts 

within the date. 

Supply Issues 

Within the unit clerk's role was the restocking of the unit's supplies. One 

clerk elaborated on the associated problem with storing items which the nursing 

staff need for &y to day hction: Y have to stock the nursing station with 

pends and papers and staff. It's Lice what do you need that much sttûF for?" 
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Procurhg the supplies fiom the centrai dispatch area was also a problem for 

severai of the unit clerks. At times, the clerks had found it necessary to justify 

their requests as evidenced by statements deSCIibing attitudes such as ' 3s  not 

necessary, oh whenever you get there it's okay" or "you guys don? reaily need aii 

these (items)". Another stated: "When we phone over for supplies we need them 

nght away, it takes thredfour hours for it to corne". "Its very finistrating for the 

staff  because they are dways on out backs saying, well, why isn't it here, phone 

again". 

One clerk felt that the small equipment additions they received each year 

were more for pacification than addressing the concems of the clerks. "1 don't 

know if that's supposed to compensate for the areas that we do have to work W. 

Al1 of the participants seemed particularly conscientious about the fiscal 

restrictions such as decreasing operating and capital f'unds which leave no money 

for renovatiom or purchases that wouid facilitate their day to day fiuiction. 'T 

realw that bding is not at a great level but it would be nice to have something 

for us now and again". 

Support Services 

Unit clerks reported frustration in getting immedia;? responses to their 

requests. One clerk cited an example of a safety issue where '?he exit sign in the 
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seclusion room hall way, which is supposed to be a d e  area, had been srnashed 

by a patient. They had removed the sign, the wires were kept but they were 

hanging there. . . we phoned i~peatedly, . . . sent work orders and M y  we had to 

scream to Say that this is a d e t y  issue". 

These fhstmtions served to contribute to job dissatisfaction but aiso 

fürther confït-med the pivotal role of communication and continuity that the unit 

clerks provide. Given this importance, the Limited education opportunities as a 

job dissatisfaction was understandable. 

Limited Educational ûpportunities 

Under the categones of limited educational opportunities, two 

subcategones of casual unit clerks and inservices were exttapolated. 

Casuai Unit Clerks 

As discussed in the previous section, the lack of adequate orientation for 

the casual unit clerks who filled vacation and sick shifts was a source of 

dissatisfaction for the participants. One stated that "if you have a camal person on 

usually it does make it quite hectic and stressfui . . . the onus is on you, making 

sure that the other CO-worker . . . is doing their job and getting things done". It 

was noted that it was "easier to do it myseif" than try to explain routines and 

expectations to new stan who only received "one day of orientation". 



nie reason provided for this Mequate preparation nicludes a lack of 

orientation and training programs. One participant indicated that most of the 

leaming occurred "on the job" and was not provided with a hospital orientation. 

Another noted changes in the length of orientation, stating cbIS yuus ago, 1 got 

more training than the girls are getting today . . . I got two weeks on the ward". At 

the tune of the interview, this clerk indicated that the casuals were getting one day 

of orientation, on their own, unpaid time. These observations served to reinforce 

the trend of decreasing hospital resources. 

In general, the clerks indicated that when more work responsibility was 

added, "we sort of just mu11 our way through it" and wished "1 had a pair of extra 

hands at times". An example of this was when the clerks began processing the 

medication orders. "To this day, it is very ciifficuit because you are not working 

with medicines and as you know that doctor's writing isn't the easiest and ifyou 

don't know the med, you r edy  have a dBcult time transcribiag hemy'. Another 

clerk had coped with this additional responsibility by building in safeguards: '9 

never transcribe anything unless 1 have an RN teli me what it is . . . or until they 

are 'medexed"', the process where physicians' orders are transcribed on to 

medication administration records. 

One clerk described the casual staff as follows: "a lot of them are fiom 
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outside the hospital. Very young people . . . and 1 personally don? t W  that they 

have a gwd viewpoint of hospital work and what it d entails and how important 

and stressfiil the work is that needs to be done". In considering these fwtors, the 

participants demonstrateci their sense of responsibility discussed previously: ''1 

don? think they reaih the importance of it d, ending up doliar figures if the 

patients stays on when he shouldn't". The unit clerks linked failwe to act in a 

timely manner with increased health care costs. 

Another source of concem related to the c a d s  was theV avaiiability. 

One clerk reported that the casuals were "not always there when we need them. 

Sometimes we do work short because we can't fiil". Another reafErms this, 

stating ' k e  don't have much back up nght now". 

Insenice Opportunities 

The unit clerks consistently expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of 

education and inservices geared towards their needs. One indicated there were 

"continuai workshops for staff, inservices for staff, and the unit clerk is exempt 

yet we're expected to know everything". This clerk went on to say she felt there 

was a place to the clerks to leam as well. A second clerk reinforced this 

assessrnent stating "it would be really aice . . . if we had more inservices geared 

toward clerical staff or per se, unit clerks as a whole group". 
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One of the participants added to this source of dissatisfiiction by voicing 

her perception that the unit clerks "sort o f f d  between the cracks . . you're not the 

same as your secretaries or your clerks that work in Admitting . . . and you're not 

the same as the nming staff'. A review of the posted reminders of educationd 

opportunities at each of the unit clerk's work sites confirmecl that at that point in 

t h e ,  the inseMces were designed for nursuig stdE 

The clerks expressed a desire to leam more about the tests and procedures 

they are ordering: "it would help if you knew what acîualiy happened when a 

patient went for tests". One clerk who had been able to observe procedures 

indicated "if you're there watching things you understand a lot better what's going 

on". Another was more fomniate to be encoluaged to attend education 

opportunities. Others had limited exposure to institutional inseMces involving 

new items such as payroll system and telephone system. 

One unit clerk expressed frustration in the loss of skills gained because of 

limited access to the cornputer on which she had been trained. Another stated: 

"you are given a tremendous amount of informaton in a short period of time and 

then if you don't have the tirne to work it, you're losing it". As above, this clerk 

noted the 'kaste of money" that this incurred. There also seemed to be a 

perceived lack of support for continuhg education, uiat is, that taken outside of 
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work time. One clerk indicated her supe~sor's ïnflexibility in ailowing s h .  

adjustments to accommodate a course. 

Compensation 

This category encompassed several subcategories. These uicluded pay 

levels, lack of respect and recognition and lack of promotion opportunities. 

Pay Levels 

One of the unit clerks participating in this study indicated that the pay 

scale, while "livable . . . could be a little more, especialiy with the changes in the 

job". Another participant who also thought a pay raise would be positive felt that 

"in this day and age, that's kind of untalkable". Another felt that in cornparison to 

cbsomeone who is scrubbing a pot down in the kitchen" the wage was not 

comparable for the responsibility they carry. One participant has initiated action 

to address her perceived lack of fiaancial compensation for assuming additional 

responsibility by "having my job evaluated by the U n h  . . . for thoughts on king 

reclassified". While this step had been taken, she stül entered it with concem 

with regard to what the possible repercussions could be. 

Another unit clerk expressed related f'nistration in the difficulty in gening 

overtime. She indicated: 3 o u  don't always get compensated for overthe". This 

clerk felt intimidated by the tone of voice and avoided asking for overtime even 



though there was no one to take over and finish the work. 

Lack of Respect and Recognition 

Some clerks perceived an demeaning attitude such as "that the clerk's job" 

and this does not foster a teamwork atmosphere. One indicated that the clerks 

were often recipients of displaced nursing staffhsiration: %e take the fïack for 

everything that goes on in the ward" and "we're just gophers". Another indicated 

that cvou end up going and getting it for them. Just so you don? cause any 

waves". Stress and fivstration resulted h m  this. During the participaut 

observation sessions, this lack of consideration for what the unit clerks were 

involved in was evident in six of the eight sites observed It was apparent that the 

needs of the nursing staffwere felt to supersede those of the unit cierks. 

Two of the interviewed clerks have reported addressing this source of 

stress by using assertive communication and statements such as %e tell then 

where the supplies are and could they please get then themselves because we are 

busy". Increasing staffawareness of what a unit clerk does in her duty was 

suggested as a means of improvhg the respect awarded. Another iudicated that 

an increased wage would not "make me feel like I'm that much better . . . because 

that has got to corne fiom yourseif." 

Another clerk attributed the perceived lack of respect to a disctepancy in 
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education levels: "because we don't have the education, I thllik this is why we're 

not shown respect". This clerk suggested that if suggestions for formaiized 

training were implemented and "we did corne out with a certifi.cate9' tbat would be 

one way to generate respect. Another felt that the unit clerk professionai cccodd 

become classified as a career . . . because there is so much involved". 

Lack of Promotion Opportunities 

One unit clerk expressed a desire to continue in the similar Line of work 

but identified 'Yhere isn't a lot of places you cm go". None of the unit clerks 

interviewed indicated that there was a possibility of promotion. Lateral 

movements to areas where there were better working hours or conditions were the 

only options assessed as options avaüable to the participants. This lack of 

opportunity, coupled with the following uncertainty for the fuhire, presented a 

sense of hopelessness and fhstration. 

Uncertainty For The Future 

AU of the unit clerks interviewed expressed a sense of discornfort with the 

changes in the health care system that have occurred and those yet unknown. One 

participant noted that "there are changes dl the tirne". The o k  concem 

generated by these fiequent changes was a fear for the loss of the job. One clerk 

noted "if (the health care system) ever setties d o m  a bit so that people aren't so 
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afrad of theù jobs, a h i d  o f  losing their jobs, afiaid of family not haviag beds to 

go to (beds &ad been reduced and ofien there were patients still in beds awaiting 

discharge when the new patients arriveci), . . . that would really help." 

Sorne unit clerks no longer worked under a head nurse directly and this 

had created a void where there was no one to deal with the problems immediately, 

leaving only the clerk there "on a reguiar basis". Another concem of one 

participant was the rapid turnover of mpe~sory people, resulting in a lack of 

direction and continuity. This was reporteci to be stress provoking. 

Also related to the changes in supervision was the lack of venue for 

addressing concems. One unit clerk identined several issues of system abuse or 

poor patient care but felt that "nobody seems to care". Other unit clerks noted that 

lack of cooperation in change rnanifested by some nursing Stating examples 

such "we've done this for 20 years, there's no possible way that a new way would 

work any better". To cope, one cferk explained that  OU just have to close your 

eyes to them sometimes". 

The degree of inauence the clerks perceived in these changes varied fiom 

individual to individual. One indicated she was given the opportunity for input 

but another described her fcnistration when administrative personnel 'Torget to ask 

the unit clerk when they build a new unit what is needeâ". Awther identifïed her 
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fiutration with this issue: "1 feel that there will always be a change and whatever 

I've suggested won't work". "Lost cause" seems to underscore the helplessness of 

some of these unit clerks. 

The other concern identined by clerks was that they did not seem to be 

included in the idonnation bop. One noted ' k e  hear different things h m  

different people and . . .19U take it as it comes and, XI hear 1 hear and i f 1  don't I 

don't. Another indicated that they had been informed of upcoming unit changes 

"about a year and a bit" ago but the= had been no m e r  information. This 

feeling of helplessness and uncertainty created additional stress in an environment 

where distractions could r e d t  in serious erroa in patient care. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the fhdings of the interviews and participant 

observations of the nine unit clerks involved in this present study. The foliowing 

chapter will present a discussion of the fïndings utiluing the categories of the 

previous literature review. Recommendations designed to assist the nurse 

manager enhance sources of job satisfaction and d u c e  or eliminate sources of 

job dissatisfaction wiil be discussed. 



CHAPTERFIVE 

This study drew a p q s i v e ,  convenience sample of nine unit clerks 

employed greater than one year fidi tirne in an acute care setting. The unit cl& 

participated in interviews and participant observation sessions. The transcripts of 

the interviews and notes taken during participant observation were anaiysed and 

sources of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction deiineated. AU respondents were 

fernale and related sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction which were 

consistent among departments, institiitions and geographic locations. 

Four broad categories of job satisfaction were deiineated from this study. 

Interpersonai relationships emerged as the strongea of the sources of job 

satisfaction foiiowed by pride in organizational abilities through mastery of a 

broad range of duties and coordination of many activities contributing to patient 

care. Benefits and opportunity for personai growth cornpleted the categones. 

Five sources of job dissatisfaction were derïved fiom the study. Frequent 

interruptions comprised the strongea category of dissatisfaction, foilowing by 

ergonornics. Lack of educational opportunity, inadequate compensation and job 

uncertainty ranked in descendhg order for unit cl&. It was intexesthg to note 

that benefits were assessed as third as a source of job satisfaction and fouah (in 

tems of wages, recognition and opportunity) as a source of job dissatisfacton. 
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While the benefits such as vacation and sick time were perwived as satisfying, 

wages were not viewed as adequate for the level of responsibiüty the clerks hold. 

This chapter WU examine the extent that this current study's hdings are 

applicable to the theoretical fkmework pmposeâ by O'Brien - Pallas and 

Baumsuul(1992) and also compare with the fïndhgs of the literatwe review. 

Recommendations for nurse managers and M e r  research opporhmities will be 

proposed in response to the fïndùigs. 

Support for Conceptuai Framework 

O'Brien - P d a s  and Baumann (1993) set out a mode1 which was 

appropriate in studying unit clerks. The findings of the present study aligned weli 

with this Quality of Worklife conceptual hmework as the unit clerks involved in 

this study illustrated the internal and extemal dimensions of the framework. 

in the internal dimension, issues in the individuai domain included: hours 

of work and flexibility (or in this study, perceived inflexibility) of schedutes. In 

contrast to the hdings of Stevens and Meleis (199 l), child care was not identined 

as an issue for participants in this study. Issues revolving around individual needs 

tended to be sources of satisfaction as unit clerks viewed themselves as holding a 

pivotal role within their unit. Factors of the sociai/environrnental and contexhial 

domain were sources of dissatisfacton as the clerks felt less respected and valued 
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as a member of the heaith c m  team and indicated a sense of despair r e g m g  

their stature and potential to advance. Finally, the fourth domain of the interna1 

dimension, includuig administration or process and structure, proved to be both a 

source of dissaristàction as wages, advancement and iostitutionai policy were 

issues of concem for participating clerks while benefits and relationships with 

supervisors proved to be a source of satisfaction. 

Within the extemai environment, client factors proved to be one of the 

most powerfûi sources of satisfgction in the workplace. On the other han& 

technology was not adequately up to date in order to benefit the unit clerks. 

Reduced federal transfer payments have resulted in decreased operating and 

capital budgets and have forced the health care environment to change. In an 

effort to respond, health reform initiatives to decentralize and streamline systems 

have contributed to many sources of job dissatisfaction such as employment 

insecurity or lack of educational oppodt ies .  Directly related to the process of 

health care reform is the final component of the extemai dimension, labour market 

conditions. Whiie numbers of positions avaïfable was not an explicitly stated 

concem, the quality of orientation education and job security did exist as sources 

of concem. 

This study hdings showed that the female - dominated career of unit 
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clerks held a pivotai and important role in acute care nltrsiiig, perfonning core 

functions such as coordination and communication which enhanced the continuity 

of care. in general, the hdïngs reflected that of the previous research conducted 

both in direct study of unit clerks and related clencal pathways. To facilitate the 

comp~son of previous research findings and results of this study, the same broad 

categories of the literature review (Chapter Two) will be utilized: interpetsonal 

reIations, role coaflict and environmental factors. 

Interpersonal Relations 

Similar to the fïndings reported by Hili (1986/1987), Poteet (1985), Hall, 

Stevens and Meleis (1 Wî), the redts of this study demonstrated that the 

participants found that relationships with nursing staff, other health care workers, 

supervisors and patients and their families were their strongest sources of job 

satisfaction. Several of the unit clerks indicated that these interactions were a 

source of pride. 

Meleis, Norbeck, Laffrey, Solomon and Miller (1 989) indicated challenge 

as a fiequently reported source of satisfaction. This was supported by the 

participants' identification of organizational skill, expansion of role and 

perfectionism as subcategories which contributed to job satisfdon. 

Unlike the findings of Hall, Stevens and Meleis (1992), none of the 
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participants in this study indicated that their position enabled linkages with their 

culturai background but this may be attribut4 to the fact that ai i  respondents were 

Caucasians, working in primarily Caucasian environmentS. Strained working 

relationships such as those identifid by Linton and Kamwendo (1989) were noted 

but not weighed as a major factor in the participants' responses. 

A lack of responsiveness by supe~sors to input fkom participants was 

consistent with findings by the Professional Secretaries International (1 986). Unit 

clerks in this study occasionally found that introduction of technology, equipment 

or problem solving tactics were initiateci without consultation or evidence of 

consideration for volmteered input. This iadc of input negatively impacted on 

workload and reflected hdings of previous research discussed under role codict. 

Role Codict 

Participants of this study codïmed the down loading of tasks but found 

this to be a source of challenge and satisfaction as opposed to overload as defined 

by Meleis, Norbeck, L e y ,  Solomon and Miller (1989). Although the unit 

clerks did not typicaily indicate that they could not manage to complete theu 

tasks, they corroborated the fiutration associated in the literature with the mmy 

interruptions they experienced and that were observed in their work environment. 

Contrary to suggestions by Hd, Stevens and Meleis (1992) or Vaughn 
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Cheatwood, Sirles and Brown (1989), the pticipmts in this study did not express 

feelings that their work was unchailenghg or repetitious. This may be explained 

by the pride the unit clerks felt in the expansion of theû d e s  and their 

perceptions that their role was important to the hction of their respective units. 

The unit clerks also did not reinforce the finding of fiutration by Hall, 

Stevens, and Mekis (1992) in dealùig with irritable or demanding patients. The 

participants seemed to take pride in their abiüty to assist patients although there 

was some fiustration described when dealing with duplicated requests for 

assistance or information fkom the public. 

As in earlier fïndings by Statham and Bravo (1 99 l), unit clerks felt that 

their education was kadequate to prepare them for the expectation of their role. 

The new and casuai unit clerks were a concern because their inadequate education 

created more work for the reguiarly employed clerks. One clerk bad taken steps 

through her collective bargaining unit to address her perception that she was 

performing tasks that exceeded her scope of responsibilities by requesting a job 

review. 

Previous researchers noted that expectations in the family role had been a 

source of stress of unit clerks (Verbrugge, 1984; Stevens & Meleis, 1991). This 

was not found in this study and several reasons are suggested. Unit clerks had 
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typicaliy been in their d e s  for periods of tune Suf.ftcient for them to reconcile 

their work and home Lives. Another possibility was that this aspect had not 

emerged as a strong component in the interviews or participant observations and 

was not extrapolated and W y  expiored. 

Ail participants were assessed as secm and cornfortable both in the 

workplace and in their personal lives. This fïndïng may also be attributed to the 

fact that the participants felt that they had suitable benefits although they would 

have preferred opportunities for promotion or pay raises. Flexi'bilty of hom, 

identified as an important component of job satisfaction by Froberg, Gjerdingen 

and Preston (1986) was a concem primarily for one unit clerk who wished to 

enroll in extemal cornputer courses and was unable to obtah time off to achieve 

this. 

Lack of respect for the position was a fïnding which was supported in the 

literature review. The participants did not relate this to the fact that their position 

was perceived as women's work (Fine, 1990) but felt that their lack of forma1 

education, lack of recognition by their nming coworkers and placement in the 

organizational structure were contributhg factors. 

The unit clerks in this study did not indicate that they felt they were 

scapegoats for rnistakes although it should be noted that within theù pride in the 
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work, most participants had buiit in a system of double checking their work to 

prevent errors. The unit clerks indicated that they responded to several authorities 

including nursing staff, supenisors and physicians but uriüke participants in 

previous studies, the unit clerks had developed a system for understanding their 

reporting structure. 

The findings of this research pmject supported the lack of advancement 

opportunity for the participants as a category of job dissatisfaction (Cohen, 1983; 

Professional Secretanes Intemationai, 1986). Haii, Stevens and Meleis (1 992) 

found that the unit clerk role was not a step in the career ladder. In this study, two 

of the participants were planning to enroU in nursing education as a result of their 

work. 

Although lack of advancement was an issue, the unit clerks in this study 

were divided in their perception of wages. Some unit clerks felt that their wages 

and benefits were a source ofjob satisfaction while other felt that they should be 

m e r  compensated. The participants who tended to be more satisfied with their 

wages were fkom Manitoba and non - unionized. This latter fact may explain the 

satisfaction experienced by the unit clerks, i.e. they may have felt they had no 

power to bargai. for irnprovement and thus were resigned to their situation or not 

made aware by a supportive union. 
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Environmental Factors 

The results of this study regardhg the impact of envîronmental factors 

concurred with tbat of previous iesearch. The participants identifieci c o n c m  

with physical layout as a significant source of job dissatisfaction. Participant 

observations in al1 senings noted the unit clerk to be physically separate fiom CO- 

worken. Supplies and patient charis tended to be separate fkom the clerks' 

working stations, creating breaks in work flow. The issue of expomre to blood 

and body fluids was not an explicitly stated concem of the involved unit clerks but 

the potential was noted during participant observations. Containers holding 

specimens awaiting pick-up were perched on upper levels of the unit clerks' work 

space, 

Other authors suggested that technology contributed to dissatisfaction in 

terms of hgrnentation (Statham & Bravo, 1990) or dehuznanhtion. [n contrast, 

this study found that the lack of technology was a source of dis~tisfaction for 

participants. This difference may be explained as a variation between heaith care 

systems. Previous Literature was based in the United States which is typically 

more technologically advanced than the Canadian health care system. This 

conjecture was supported by the observation that video display terminais were 

present oniy in two of the unit clerk work environments observed. As a remlt, 
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concems associated with these terminais did not play a large role in ergonomie 

concerns in this study (Verbrugge, 1984). 

As discussed previously, fiequent interruptions were the Ieading source of 

job dissatisfaction for participants of this study and reflected similas hdings in 

the titerature (Meleis, Norbeck, Lafney, Solomon and Miller, 1989). The unit 

clerks' work space was fiequentiy violated by nurshg staff, physiciam and other 

Msimilar to the findings of Meleis, Norbeck, Laffrey, Solomon and Miller 

(1 989). 

Koowledge of these sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction can serve as 

a guide for nurse managers to consider when addressing the job satisfdon of 

unit clerks in their areas of responsibility. Recommendations wiil be made for 

incorporating aspects of education, administration, research and practice and will 

include means of maintainhg and enhancing current sources of job satisfaction as 

well as suggestions for addressing sources of job dissatisfaction for unit clerks. 

Maintaining Unit Clerk Job Satisfaction 

Interpersorlitl Relationships 

It is important that the sources of satisfaction be maintaiwd and enhanced 

for unit clerks because oftheir pivotal role in a hospital unit. Dissatisfaction can 

serve to lower effectiveness and efficiency (Hall, Stevens and Meleis 1992) 
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which is a concem for nurse managers who mut  administer tight budgets in times 

of economic constraint, Fonnal and informal recognition of the unit clerks' 

importance and personal contributions are important. This recognition could be 

achieved in numemus means and selected to appropriately complement the 

organization and individuai unit clerk cultures. 

Informa1 recognition couid be ongohg and include such activities as 

verbal acknowledgement of a unit clerk's proficiency in handling a situation or 

working under adverse or hi& pressure conditions. Nursïng staff and other 

rnembers of the health care team could be pmided with inservice on the role of 

the unit clerk and in ideal situations, spend several hours working with the unit 

clerk The nurses could also be encouraged to participate in this type of positive 

feedback as unit clerks in this study indicated they derived satisfaction fiom their 

ability to work with these individuals. Formal recognition may contribute to 

higher job satisfaction (Hall, Stevens and Meleis, 1992) and c m  be delivered 

through annual performance appraids, awards such as unit clerk excelience 

awards or letters of recognition that are placed on the clerks' personnel files. 

Nurse managers could provide overt support to the unit clerks in their role. 

This can be initiated by encouraging the unit clerks to participate in staff meetings 

(Cohen, 1983; Resch, 1989) and ensure that their concerns and input are soiicited 
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and considerad dong with the nursing staE Another valuable method of 

supporting unit clerks is the establishment of meetings specificaiiy for mit cl&. 

These meetings ailow unit clerks to discuss similar issues between units or 

divisions, maintain their system of  contacts throughout the organhtions, serve to 

reduce isolation and generate discussion of practice. 

It is essentiai that managers Listen, foUow through and provide feedback on 

the issues raised in order to promote and maintain the positive working 

relationships described by the unit clerks in this study (Cohen, 1983). Concems 

shouid be acknowledged, investigated and solutions for resolving issues arrived at 

collaboratively. As with all M, the nurse manager could approach individuai 

concerns about incidental errors as the basis of a learnllig opportunity rather than 

personal fault as the unit clerks participating in this study indicated theu pride in 

efficieacy and their fear of error. Harsh correction could result in an unintentional 

increase in re-checking and paranoia which could restait in a wnproductive 

member of the health care team. 

Opportunities to further nursing research could be evaiuated. As nurse 

managers struggle to reduce operating budgets, issues of delegation between 

nursing and clerical staff could be investigated Another focus for possible 

research is the degree to which unit clerks infiuence the perceived job satisfaction 



of nursing staE 

Unit clerks are oflen the first point of contact for the public with the 

nursing unit. This initial interaction can set the tone for the remaiuder of the 

public's perception of the unit and its stdK The unit clerks iadicated that they 

enjoyed this contact and recognized the important role they played. Further 

development in this area could occur by ensuring tbat the unit clerks are provided 

with ongoing educational opportunities for enhancing public relations (Poteet, 

1985). Nursing staff couid be encouraged to benefit from this education in order 

to present a positive, united demeanor to public who may be apprehensive of the 

mystery of hospitals or serisatiooalised claims of inadequate care. 

Pride 

Along with positive feedback on how weii unit clerks perform and their 

value to the unit, nurse managers couid share personai and institutional goals and 

provide full explanations of tasks (Poteet, 1985). Workload that has been down 

loaded to the unit clerk level shouid be evaluated periodically to ensure several 

aspects are assessed: kt, that the down loading of responsibilities fiom nursing 

to the unit clerks has occurred appropriately and fits within the unit clerk's 

abilities, legaiiy and ethicaily; secondly, that adequate education and training has 

accompanied the tasks and that the work &as aot k e n  altered in the course of 
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reassignment; and W y ,  ongoing evaluation that the wodc the unit clerks are 

performing continues to hold value for the unit 

Reviewing tasks and job descriptions is t h e  consuming but perfomied 

once every one to two years, reviews may result in eluninahg some tasks which 

have remained in existence throughout the evolution of the unit. Nurse managers 

need to assess the duties of the unit clerk to eiwre that tasks and data coliected by 

these individuals are usefiil and actively used. SUnilarly, duties such as inventory 

counts and other tasks should be examifled to determine ifthere is a more 

appropriate or expeditious process that can be institut&. Task analysis can be 

linked directly to positive feedback and recognition of the unit clerks' role and 

will help to ensure that down loading of duties has been relevant and manageable. 

in a previous section, the importance of encouraging unit clerk input into 

decision making was highlighted The suggestions provided should be examined 

for possible irnplementation as they may serve to iink duties and r e d t  in 

increased efficiencies in work flow for unit clerks and nursing practice. This issue 

will be M e r  expanded in later discussion of ways of improvhg those ergonomic 

sources of  job dissatisfaction. 

Nurse managers couid examine opportunities to formaiize the stanis of the 

unit clerk by working with the employing organi7ation or local community 
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colleges to implement a unit clerk certification program. The benefits of this 

would be numemus: the clerks would receive formal recognition of their 

accomplishments, increasing their status in the eyes of the nursing a 

consistent knowledge base would be provided; assessments of abilities and 

aptitude would be asswd; costs of orientation would decrease and W y ,  a 

program would address the lack of preparation facing the unit clerks who are 

employed oa a casuai basis. 

Opportunity for Petsonal Growth 

The enthusiasm to expand knowledge demonstrated by the participants is a 

valuable asset for nurse managers to build on. With resources for training and 

education of staffcmntly restricted by fiscal realities, seif directed l e h g  by 

the unit clerks could be supported. Attempts to enhance a learning environment 

could be encouraged by nurse managers, both on an informal and formai basis, 

with nursing staff, physicians and nurse managers encouraged to explain issues of 

interest to the unit clerks. This will be M e r  developed in the issue of education 

under job dissatisfaction. 

Benefits 

The unit clerks in this study expressed satisfaction with their current levels 

of benefits such as vacation, sick t h e  and other perks. Nurse managers have 
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limited ability to enhance this source of job satisfaction due to the fact that 

decisions influencing benefits are typically negotiated either tbrough the collective 

bargaining unit or t h u g h  the Human Resources division of the health care 

organization. Nurse managers should ensure that these benefits are delivered on a 

fair and equitable basis. When organkmtional operations permit, the unit clerks 

could be dowed shift schedule flexibility to meet the demands of both their iives 

and to take advantage of educatiod opportwiities if they so choose. 

Many of the suggestions for maintabhg and improving the work Life of 

the unit clerk are linked to decreasing and mhimhhg the sources of job 

dissatisfaction as discussed in the foliowing section. 

Decreasing Unit Clerk Job Dissatisfac ton 

Frequent Interruptions 

Linked to the previous discussion of increasing awareness of the unit 

clerks' role for nursing stan and physicians, a better understanding of the roles 

and responsibilities of the unit clerk may also reduce the number of interruptions 

f?om these sources (Cohen., 1983). If possible with current lean nwing staff 

pattern, tirne spent by nurses working with the unit clerk heightens awareness. 

This awareness would serve to reiaforce to nurses that the clerks are not 'Tust go- 

fers" but individuals who have their own heavy workload. One option is to 
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incorporate four hours of time with the unit clerk during a new nurse's orientation 

to the ward. In addition to pmmoting awareness and understanding, this 

facilitates the work of the nusing staff during those the periods where there is no 

unit clerk coverage, preventing a backlog of work. Physician interruptions should 

be examined for trends in the type of requests they are making to the unit clerks. 

For recurrent issues such as requests for lab results or histories, current processes 

should be examined to determine ifthere is a better way to meet these needs. 

Phone interruptions were aiso a signifiant factor in the number of 

interruptions unit clerks faced during the course of their work day. There are 

many opportunities to address this issue. Due to the presence of Pre - Operative 

Clinics in many organimtions, patient and f d y  instruction during initial 

assessrnent regarchg a spokesperson for each family holds the potential to reduce 

a number of calls on scheduied admission areas. m e r  areas where admissions 

are unpredictable could be addressed thugh  patiedfamily teacbing on 

admission or during the initial portion of the hospital stay. 

Another meam of reducing phone interruptions couid be addressed 

through one of the unit clerk participant's suggestions. A local area network 

(LAN) of cornputers linking various areas of the hospitai could reduce much of 

the time spent on the phone. One Linked system could involve the hospitai units, 
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switchboard, dietary, pharxnacy, lab, x-ray and admitting departments. This wodd 

aiiow patient information to be up to-date and easily accessible. The need for 

patient enquiries to be directed to the mits would be reduced by the abiiity of the 

agency switchboard to pull up information and relay location or general status to 

callers. Changes to patient information could be entered once and would 

elMinate individual calls to each department. 

Treger (1996) noted that the current lack of accessible and pertinent 

information sometimes has tragic remlts that couid be averted with the thoughtfid 

and judicious application of technology. Technology such as cornputers, faxes, 

voice mail and electronic mail have the potential to allow point of entry access, 

communication with several deparmients at once, ease in summoning test resuits 

or schedules and decreasing travel the. Cohen (1983) noted that automation can 

enhance work by decreasing tedium. Given the results of this study, unit clerks 

may be more satisfied if they were included in the education, trial, evaluation and 

introduction of new technology as they dl be end users of the system(s) (Statham 

& Bravo, 1990). This couid include trial and evaluation of various types of 

equipment and software available plus oppominity to review relevant research and 

evaluation on the available technology. These issues are directly related to the 

work environment of the unit clerks and wiU be fiuther discussed in the next 



section. 

Ergonomies 

Along with encoumgkg unit clerk input into the introduction ofnew 

technology, nurse managers shouid aïs0 seek input into the redesign or 

reorganization of the work areas (Poteet, 1985; String-, 1990). Mer means of 

detecting ergonornic problems are through accident reports, high job tumover and 

absenteeism, worker comments, reporthg systems and efficiency or quaiity 

problems (Heaithcare Benefit Trust, 1994). This publication noted four common 

ergonomic problems in the office/clencal setting that the nurse manager and unit 

clerk should be aiert to: glare on computer monitors, repetitive motion of wrists 

and hm&, proloaged sitting and awkward postures. 

Job and task analysis can be utilized to identify these concerns. The idea of 

a designated work space for the unit clerks was present in several of the 

participants' transcripts. This could be a suggestion which nurse managers could 

examine for feasibility in their respective units. Ergonornic analysis and work 

space design evaluation should be conducted on a regular basis by officers 

familiar with these issues such as Occupationai Health and Safety Department 

personnel. In keeping with the foiiowing discussion on education, Fahrbach and 

Chapman (1 990) recommended staff be train4 in work posture and positionhg, 
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exercise and relaxation techniques. These appmaches shouid include the nming 

staff as these issues ais0 affect their practice.. 

Educatiod ûpportunities 

With the introduction of any technology and other changes in the 

organization or unit, nurse managers shouid ensure that adequate education and 

information is available and ongoing. Leaming needs and skills of unit clerks 

could be assessed on a regular basis, fàcilitated by the hospitais' education 

de partmen ts. Cohen (1 983) and Professionai Secretaries Intemational (1 986) 

advocated assertkeness training, priority settulg and t h e  management courses as 

beneficial for unit clerks as well as nursing 

These needs can be met in numeious ways including specific h s e ~ c i n g ,  

circulation of educatiod material and one-to-one instruction. Nurse managers 

should be cognizant of the value that including unit clerks in nursing i n s e ~ c e s  

can hold. This need not be formal inservicing and couid take the form of 

encouraging unit clerks to observe procedures or nursing stanpractices as time 

allows and by encouraging their attendance at staff meetings. 

These suggestions address the ongoing educationai needs of the unit clerks 

but nurse managers must first focus on the initial orientation needs of new unit 

clerks. In addition to working on the development of ceaification programs as 
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discussed previously, it is recommended that a comprehensive institutionai 

orientation package be set up. Nurse managers and hospital educators shouid 

ensure that there is formal instruction on the processes that the uait clerks must 

follow. This includes the basic format for processing orders, requîsitioning tests 

and ensuring information is fled appmpriately. The creation of a unit specific 

reference manual could also be beneficial. 

Practice with a competent, experienced unit clerk should provide the final 

component of orientation. In this time of limited £inances, the temptation to 

reduce the amount of orientation offered can result in long term issues and the 

potential for serious e m  in patient care and decreased unit clerk job satisfaction. 

Continuhg education should be considered in relation to encouraging 

upgrading that peaains both to personal and professional growth. Course 

o f f e ~ g s  in telephone etiquette, orgarhtional skills, time management and 

cornputer skills could be hcluded. Wang, Sasccomo, Fitzhieghan and Jones 

(1984), during their research on heaith promotion, found that their clerical 

participants preferred lunch hour with m, fee for courses. Nurse managers could 

assess the specific educatioaai needs of their unit clerks to taiior education 

appropriately. The ability to switch shifts and take time needed for this should be 

considered whenever operationaiiy appropriate. 
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A final consideration which originated fiom the literature review was 

Cohen's (1983) suggestion that nurse managers tbemselves be educated on active 

listening, and on how to provide positive rewards and criticism. The ability to 

promote the weii king and preparation of unit clerks WU rest with the abilities of 

the nurse manager to assess, plan, implement and evaluate interventions so patient 

care is optîmized. 

Inadequate Compensation 

As addressed previously, due to the Limited amount of influence that nurse 

managers possess over rewards for wages and associated benefits, the only options 

available are to ensure equitable distribution of benefits, allowing flex tirne and 

supporting educational courses when able. Formal and informai recognition 

becomes one of the few tools available to compensate for these limitations. 

Job Security 

Linked very closely to the limited innuence the nurse manager may have 

on compensation is the rate and type of change that the health care organizations 

are undergoing. Nurse managers shouid strive to be as honest and open as 

possible, informing the staff of planned change as soon as possible. input fkom 

unit clerks may be obtained when appropriate but often the nurse manager must 

make carefidly researched program decisioas which consider every conceivable 
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impact on ail staff that the manager is responsible for. In addition to this, 

kquent information sessions couid be held to provide the unît clerks (and other 

staff) with the opportunity to address concemu and ask questions. 

A final suggestion for nurse managers when considering changes and 

decreasing the complement of unit clerks is to keep in mind that the uni& clerk 

provides the "glue" which has been descriid as holding the unit togethet. As 

length of stay shortens and the acuity of patients increase, continuity and quality 

become important aspects of excelience in patient are. The benefits of cost 

savings must be balanced against the cost of inconsistency and inefficiency in 

having dissatisfied or inadequately prepared unit clerks. 

Conclusion 

The results of this study have identified many aspects of job satisfaction 

and dissatisfaction of unit clerks that nurse managers can consider. The sources 

of satisfaction were assessed to outweigh the sources of job dissatisfaction at the 

point that these inteniews and participant observations were conducted. AU the 

sources and the components which underlie diem need to be considered so nurse 

managers c m  ensure that unit clerks have the best working conditions possible in 

order to enhance the quality of patient care. Future research is warranted to 

continue the understanding of this group's value to our health care system, their 
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impact on nursing ptactice and d e  in patient care deiivery. Further investigation 

into job satisfaction and dissatisfaction on a larger scaie would enhance the 

Uiformation available for nurse managers so that the contn'buton of this important 

component of the heaith care delivery team can be optimized. 
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Clerk ï î I  ~ d n g  Services 

The Unit Clerk is responsible for the c1eiical fiindions of a Nursing Unit. 
- -- 

OBJECTIVES REFERaNT TO TlIIS ROLE 

1. To provide assigned clerical fiinctions e s s d d  to the provision of safe and efficient 
patient care. 

2. To maintain appropriate and open lines of 00mmUIUcatiion. 

3. To respond to own needs for contiauous iearning and personai development. 

OUAtl[FICATIONS: 

1. Educationai and expenenœ mquïmnents: 

Grade W high school stauding or its @valentœ 

2. Demonstrated cornpetence of: 

Typing speed 35 - 45 wpm. 

Written, oral and telepîume communicatioa skiiïs. 

. Cumnt Heart Saver Certificate. 

Diredly responsible to the Unit Manager for provision of effective cletid functioning of a 
Nursing Unit. 



The Unit Cie& fiinctions as put of the nursiog team by: 

1. Pe&orming clerical duties essential to & i v e  delivcry of pPtieot are - eg. completion of 
nquisitons, ordering of supplies, contacthg otha dcpuPnw, p d g  of Physicïan's 
orden, completion of GRASP reports. 

2. Enective written, oraf and telephone communic?ah'ion withiD the bospical W e e n  units and 
departments and with extenial agencies. 

3. Promoting and maintainjng good pubiic relations between the hospital, patients, Edmilies 
and Msitofs. 

4. Recognizing and responding to the need for continuous leaming and pmoual 
development . 

5. Performs other duties as dhcted, including duties listed in the uiat specific Unit Manual. 

DATE OF ISSUa: May 1984 

DATE OF LAST REVISION: Augua 1993 



Appendix A Quality of Worküfe Model: Adapted for Unit Clerks 

Intemal Dimension 

ladividual: 
HomelWork Interplay: job shariag, flexible schedules, &y are, part time work 
Individual Needs: attitudes, self image, goals: joblcareer, Me values, respect, recognition, 
autonomy 
SociaVEnvironmental Contextual: 
Climate, status role, communication, work team goals, interdisciplinary relations, management 
style, advancement, physical environment, organhtion structure 
Administration: 
Institutionai poiicy, wageshenefits, performance appraisais, management philosophy, 
recruitment programs 
Operations: 
Work deiivery (design, load, flow, schedules, shift work, work arrangements), degree of role 
specificity, technological demand and support, equipment and materials 

Extemal Dimension 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Cüent Demand on System 
Demographic changes, techaology, client empowerment 
Health Care Poiicy 
Funding, law and regulations, constraints, changing direction 
Labour Market 
Regional variation, presence of unionization, job availability, applicant availabiîity 

outcomes 

Retention, stress, group cohesion, client satisfaction, motivation, cornmitment, quality 



Appendix C 
Explanation of Shuiy 

Dear Unit Cl& 

You are asked to take part in a research project 'Job Satisfaction and 

Dissatisfaction of Unit Clerks in Urban Acute Care Settings" which will be 

conducted by Denise Dunton, a graduate nursing d e n t  fiom the University of 

Manitoba. The project will be conducted under the supervision of Dr. 1. 

Bramadat, Associate Dean, Faculty ofNursing (phone number 204 - 474 - 6375). 
You have been selected to take part in one person - to - person i n t e ~ e w  (30 - 60 

minutes), a foiiow - up telephone inteniew (ifnecessary), and be observed while 

at work (1 - 2 hours). No names or identifying information will be recorded and 

ail communication will be held confidential. Oniy informdtion related to unit 

clerk work will be recorded. Participation in this study is completely voluntary. 

If you agree to participate, you rnay withdraw fiom the study at any time during 

the interview or participant observation. 

While your participation in this project may have minimal benefits to you 

personally, it is anticipated that your contribution wüi provide a better 

understanding of important members of the health care team. The costs to you 

involve the thne you spend answering interview questions and king observed 

while you work. As a token of appreciation, a smali gift ceaincate will be 

provided upon completion of the project. 



The fïndings will be published in a final report. Only the researcher, 

Denise Dunton and her Thesis Advisor, Dr. Bramadat, will have access to the 

entire data collection. Your name will not appear on the typed copy of the 

interview or in any report or articles that redt h m  the study and any specinc 

details which might identify you will be disguised on any reports about the study. 

if you are interested in paaicipating in this study or would iike additio~~d 

information, please contact Denise Dunton at (phone number) (cokct) after 1630 

hours or on weekends before (date). 



Appendur D 

Consent 

You have been asked to participate in a research project "lob Satisfaction 

and Dissatisfaction of Unit CIerks in Urban Acute Care Settings" which wiü be 

conducted by Denise Dunton, a graduate student £iom the University of Manitoba 

The project will be canied out under the supervision of Dr. 1. Bramadat, Associate 

Dean, Faculty of Nursing (Phone number: ). The project has been approved 

by the Ethics Review Couunittee, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba 

The goal of the project is to explore and describe job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction of unit clerks who work in acute case hospital settings. A total of 6 

to 8 unit clerks will be interviewed. You have been selected as a possible 

participant in this study because you have worked as a unit clerk for at least one 

year at full the hours. Participation in the project is completely voluntary. You 

are not required to take part in this project. If you agree to participate, you may 

still withdraw fkom the study at any time during the interview or work observation 

sessions. 

If you agree to take part, you wili be asked to take part in any interview 

and will also be observed whiie working. The interview involves questions about 

what it is like for you to work as a unit clerk, what aspects of your work give you 

satisfaction, and what aspects lessen your satisfaction. The interview will be tape 
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recorded, last about 30 minutes to one hour and be conducted outside of your 

work to avoid interruptions. You may a& that the tape recorder be tumed off at 

any time shouid you not wish to m e r  specinc questions. You may be contacted 

a second tirne by telephone at home to cl- some of your aaswers or to confirm 

observations made during work observation. After the interview is over, the 

i n t e ~ e w  will be typed out for use in the analysis phases of the project. 

During the work observation, Denise Dunton wül observe you at your 

work for a period of 1 - 2 hours. Notes wiil be kept d h g  this period. You may 

ask that certain events not be recorded and you cm see the notes at any time. 

Your CO-workers on the ward wiii know o d y  that you are part of a university 

research study about unit clerks. AU the information you give will be kept 

confidentid and o d y  information related to your work as a unit clerk will be 

recorded. Only the researcher, Denise Dunton and her Thesis Advisor, Dr. 

Bramadat, will have access to the entire data collection. Your name wiii not 

appear on the typed copy of the interview or in any report or articles and any 

specific details which might ident* you will be disguised and grouped with other 

unit clerk information on any reports about the study. AU coiiected idonnation 

will be kept for seven to ten years in a locked cabinet and destroyed after this 

period of time. 

While your participation in this project may have minimal benefit to you 
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personally, your feeihgs and experiences d l  pionde better understanding and 

awareness of your role in h d t h  mue. A gift c d c a t e  as a small tokni of 

appreciation for your time and contribution will be provided when the study is 

fished. 

Please feel fke to contact the researcher at @hone aumber) or ber Advisor 

(Dr. Ina Bnmadat, Phone number) should yoo have questions. 

Your participation in the study is important niank you. 

1 agree to participate in this project: 

Your Signature: Date: 

InteMewer Signature: Date: 

Denise Dunton, B-SC-N. Dr. Ina Bramadat, Thesis Chair 
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